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Abstrac

Although there is

existence of

a

a

large amount of evidence indicating the

familiarity or word superiority effect (e.g.,

Cattell, 1886; Reicher, 1969; Krueger, 1970a; Eichelman, 1970)
the factors underlying this effect are not completely understood.

Such factors can be divided into two groups: "perceptual" (factors influencing processing to the level of an interval visual

representation) and "post-perceptual" (factors influencing pro-

cessing after such

a

representation has been formed).

Previous

factors
attempts to separate the perceptual and post-perceptual
been sensitive
have failed since the dependent variable used has
to both types of factors (e.g., Reicher,

1969; Eichelman,

1970;

Krueger, 1970b).
sequential blanking
However, a visual phenomenon known as
provide a dependent var(Mayzner, Tresselt, & Cohen, 1966) may
perceptual factors. This variiable that is sensitive to only
(SOA) at which maximum
able is the stimulus onset asynchrony

sequential blanking occurs.

If

this "maximizing SOA" were of

than for nonword stimuli this
stimuli
word
for
duration
shorter
at a perceptual level.
words
for
processing
faster
would imply a
to use sequential blanking
attempt
an
was
study
present
The
with the major inter(WSE)
effect
superiority
to study the word
may be caused by a faster
WSE
the
not
or
whether
est focused on
viewed sevenSubjects
level.
perceptual
word processing at a
display presented in an
each
in
letters
the
letter displays,
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irregular fashion which produces sequential blanking (cf.,
Mayzner, Tresselt, & Heifer, 1967).

The first three letters

presented in each display formed either a three letter word or
a

three letter anagram (nonword).

Using

a

forced choice probe

recognition method for subject reports, error rates were calculated for seven SOAs for both word and nonword targets and

a

"maximizing SOA" was determined for each target type.
Experiment
rate.

1

did not yield a WSE due to a high mean error

In experiment

2

the design of the study was changed in

order to lower the mean error rate, and a WSE was found. There
was also a significant effect of letter position and SOA in

experiment

2.

Furthermore, the maximizing SOA for word stimuli

appeared to be somewhat less than the maximizing SOA for nonword stimuli.

This later result would seem to indicate that

words are processed faster than nonwords at

a

perceptual level.

A possible model for this faster word processing is discussed.

-1-

Introducticn
It has been shown in a variety of tasks (e.g., Cattell,

1886; Reicher,

1969; Wheeler,

1970) that words enjoy an advan-

tage over unrelated strings of letters of the same length.

Subjects can recall more letters appearing in
an unrelated string
in a word

a

word than in

(Cattell, 1886), identify a letter faster

(Krueger, 1970a), are more accurate in recognizing

a

letter when it occurs in a word (Reicher, 1969), and can make

decisions faster when words are used (Eichelman, 1970).

Such

an advantage has become known as the familiarity effect or the

word superiority effect (WSE).

Although this advantage was

first reported by Cattell (1886), the factors causing this ef-

fect are still unknown.

Recent studies, although they approach

the problem in a variety of ways, focus on whether the factor
(or factors) causing this effect are "perceptual" or "post per-

ceptual" in nature.

As the perceptual vs. post, perceptual

dichotomy is not always clear, consideration of

word (and letter) perception (Smith

& Spoehr,

a

model of

1974) will be

as
helpful in defining perceptual and post perceptual factors

.they will be used in this paper.

The model used here is not

visual informput forth as the "correct" model (many models of
"correct", e.g.,
ation processing exist which may be equally
merely
Selfridge, 1958; Mayzner & Tresselt, 1967) it is used
of certain terms in this
as an example to help clarify the use

paper.

Smith & Spoehr (1974) described

a

model of perception of

-2-

letter strings which included two distinct stages:

(1)

extrac-

tion of information from the input string (the Extraction stage)
and (2) assignment of this information to some stored category
(the Interpretation stage).

Information extracted in the first

stage was assumed to be in the form of visual features of the

letter inputs (e.g., line segments, angles, curves).

The second

stage was thought to contain three sequentially organized com-

ponent processes:

(1)

a

matching process, which involved

a

comparison of the features of the input to those of relevant
categories, (2) a decision process which selects that category

which was the best visual match to the input, and (3)

a

trans-

lation process which converts the visual categorization into a

acoustic equivalent.

This acoustic equivalent is then stored

in memory until a response is necessary.

The extraction stage, the matching process, and the decision process can be considered as levels of encoding - the

process by which an internal representation is formed from an
external stimuli.

Processes involved in the encoding process

(which terminates when an internal representation is formed)

will be considered as perceptual processes.

The translation

process and the acoustic storage occur after the encoding process and hence will be considered as post perceptual processes.

Other factors, not covered by this model, but which do not in-

volve encoding (e.g., comparison, response bias) will also be

considered as post perceptual.
The term "perceptual information" will refer to any inform-

ation used in the encoding process.

Thus information about the

visual features of the letters, information which can relate
these features to possible categories, and any information
which

can direct or influence the decision between possible categories
will be considered as "perceptual information." 1

"Post percep-

tual information" will refer to information that is used after
the decision has been made between possible categories.

Thus

information which makes possible the translation of the visual

representation into an acoustic representation, information concerning the acoustic representation, and information concerning
the memory of either the visual or acoustic representation will

be considered as "post perceptual information."

Thus if the WSE can be shown to exist because of factors

affecting either the extraction, matching, or decision process,
then the WSE must be

a

perceptual effect; if the factors causing

the WSE do not affect these processes then the WSE must be post

perceptual.

Attempts to discover which is the case have been

made by controlling for post perceptual factors in studies of
the WSE, so that the dependent variable was sensitive to only

perceptual factors (Reicher, 1969; Thompson & Massaro, 1973;
Bjork & Estes, 1973).

However, it has proved to be

a

difficult

task to separate perceptual and post perceptual factors when

studying the perception of letter strings.

As a conseguence

the dependent variable in WSE studies has usually been sensitive
to post perceptual as well as perceptual factors.

An alterna-

tive to attempting to control all post perceptual factors would

be to find a dependent variable that can only be affected
by

perceptual factors.
A visual phenomenon known as sequential blanking may provide us with such an alternative.

Sequential blanking was first

reported by Mayzner, Tresselt, & Cohen (1966) as

a

perceptual

degrading of certain inputs which occured when the spatial presentation of sequentially presented stimuli did not agree with
the temporal presentation of those inputs, and a certain con-

straint was met in the timing between presentations of the inputs.

For example, if the spatial presentation of an input

string was CHAIR, but the temporal presentation was 31425
(first H presented and then removed, I presented second and

removed, C presented third and removed, etc.) then at

temporal interval subjects reported seeing only

CAR.

a

certain
Mayzner,

Tresselt, & Heifer (1967) using a variety of input displays and
lengths (up to 40 letters) found that when the second half of
the letters followed the presentation of the first half letters
by about 100 msec (where second and first half of presentation

were interleaved as in CHAIR) subjects could report seeing only
the second half of the letters.

This effect gradually decreased

(subjects could report more letters) as the delay between the
first and second half of the presentations was gradually in-

creased or decreased from the critical 100 msec.

Mayzner & Tresslet (1970) reported that if the target letters formed a word (such as CARRY in the display MCEAGRXRUY)
and the critical conditions described above existed, then sub-

jects could report nearly all of the letters.

However, Mayzner

& Tresselt only studied word targets when the second half of

the letters appeared about 100 msec after the first half, but
it is possible that word targets could have been subjected to

sequential blanking (SB) had some other delay been used.

Since

sequential blanking appears to be affected only by perceptual
factors (a facet of SB we shall discuss in detail later), then
the critical delay for SB should also be affected only by per-

ceptual factors.

Thus if word targets lead to a critical delay

that is different from the critical delay for nonword targets,
then it would appear that there must be a perceptual difference

between word and nonword stimuli.

Furthermore, if a WSE could

be shown to exist in the context of the SB paradigm and the

difference in the delay could account for the WSE there would
be evidence that the WSE was perceptual in nature.

The present study attempts to investigate the possible

perceptual aspects of the WSE in the fashion just outlined.
by perFirst, however, we must show that SB is affected only

delay
ceptual factors which would indicate that the critical
perceptual factors.
to maximize SB is also affected by only
the critical delay
It must also be shown that a difference in
that both are
could account for the WSE. We will demonstrate

explanation of SB and by
true by providing a more thorough
this is undertaken
reviewing the SB research. However, before
some of the literature on the
review
to
appropriate
be
would
it
both the problems enWSE, so that we might better understand

countered in studying this effect and what measures have been
used in attempts to overcome these problems.

Memory and Response Bias Factors in the WSE
The first reported finding of an advantage of word material

over unrelated letters was by Cattell (1886) who found that when
arrays of letters were briefly presented to subjects they could

only report three or four unrelated letters, but could often report two words which were not semantically or syntactically related*

Although this showed a superior performance for words it

was not clear from this experiment whether the advantage was due
to perceptual factors or whether this advantage could be accounted

for on the basis of memory.

Cattell required his subjects to re-

port what they had seen (full report) and subjects may simply

have found it easier to remember one or two words than three or
four unrelated letters.

Furthermore, subjects could have used

their knowledge of the structure of the language to more accu-

rately guess when the stimuli were words.

In the case of unre-

lated letters, knowledge of the rest of the letters is of little

use since an unseen letter could be any one in the alphabet.
Thus the advantage for words may have been due to

a

response

bias for word material.

Reicher (1969) studied the advantage of word material,

using a design which he believed would better control against

memory and response bias factors.

Using a partial report method

in which a subject must report only a designated sample of a

display, Sperling (1960) had demonstrated that subjects have

-7-

available to them much more information than they
can report
at one time.
Sperling concluded that full report methods (reporting an entire display) were greatly affected by
memory loss.

Reicher in an attempt to reduce the influence of memory
in his
task used a forced choice probe technique (a type of partial
report) in which a subject must chose which of two letter al-

ternatives appeared in one position in

a display.

A further

control for memory was obtained by presenting alternatives before the display on half of the trials.

In these cases,

the

display does not have to be remembered until the probe is presented.

The two alternatives appeared during presentation of

mask which followed offset of

a

display.

a

These alternatives

appeared either above or below the position of one of the letters in a display.

In order to control against a response bias

in word displays, Reicher used two alternatives either of which

could form a word when used with the other letters of the display.

Subjects were more accurate in chosing the correct alternative in word displays than in nonword displays of single letters

This was true even when the alternatives appeared before a display, although accuracy was somewhat reduced here for each type
of display.

Although Reicher attempted to control against memory and
response bias, he may not have been entirely successful.
fects of memory may have still played

a

Ef-

role since subjects had

-8to remember the display until they responded.

Subjects may

have stored displays in memory even in the probe first condition and compared the memorized probe to the memory of the

display.

This could account for reduced performance in the

probe first condition as both probe and display must be stored
in memory.

Wheeler (1970) felt that Reicher
reflected

a

response bias, as

a

1

experiment may have

s

subject faced with the alter-

natives K and N for the fourth position and having seen only
WOR may have been biased to respond K since the word WORK is

more frequent than WORN.

While Reicher displayed only one of

the possible words (and usually the highest frequency word),

Wheeler controlled for this by displaying both possibilities.
Wheeler essentially replicated Reicher'

concluded that

a

s

results and therefore

response bias was not responsible for the WSE.

However, Thompson & Massaro (1973) and Bjork & Estes (1973)

have argued that Wheeler did not adequately control for re-

sponse factors.

They contend that redundancy -

a

reader's

knowledge of the valid letter sequences that can occur in words
- may be the source of the WSE.

They assume that subjects in

the Reicher and Wheeler tasks create an internal visual repre-

sentation of the display on the basis of incomplete visual

information before the alternatives are presented.

In other

words, a subject may believe she "perceives" all the letters
in a display even though she actually has not seen all the

letters.

Thus if

P

AY has been seen (only a horizontal line

at the bottom was seen for the second position)
and a subject

knows the display must form a word, the subject will
"perceive"
PLAY since the other possibilities at the second position,
E

and Z, do not form a word.

However, if Y_PA was seen for a

nonword display, the subject may "perceive" either L, E, or Z.
The same would be true for single letter displays
In order to control for redundancy, Thompson & Massaro

(1973) performed an experiment in which subjects were required
to chose between four possible alternatives for the central

position of
display.

a

three letter display and for a single letter

The four alternatives were always the same and sub-

jects were informed of these before beginning the task.

Since

the alternatives were the same for word and letter displays
and subjects knew the set of alternatives before a display was
shown, redundancy should not have created an advantage for word

displays.

Thompson & Massaro found that subjects were more

accurate on single letter displays than on word displays (nonword displays were not investigated).
open to criticism.

However, this study is

Subjects did not have to process words

since they could merely fixate on the central position (there

was even a central fixation point provided) processing the

center letter while ignoring the rest.

Also, the first and

third letters may have contributed to lateral masking acting

upon the center letter - a fact which Thompson & Massaro concede.

Bjork & Estes (1973) controlled for lateral masking effects

,

by displaying single letters surrounded by a noise. character

such as #R##.

Also, subjects could not merely fixate at one

position but had to search all four positions of
either the letter L or R.

a

display for

As a further control for redundancy,

Bjork & Estes used displays, such as SLED b and SRED, in which
the use of one alternative would create a word and the other

would create

a

nonword.

Since subjects would not know whether

they should be perceiving a word or a nonword display redundancy

should not create an advantage.

An advantage for single letters

was found when the letter appeared in the second or third position.

Otherwise, no difference between single letter, nonword,

or word displays was evident.

Although this would seem to be

evidence that the WSE can be accounted for by response bias,

criticism can be leveled at this study also.
Both Bjork & Estes (1973) and Thompson & Massaro (1973)

ignore the fact that Reicher (1969) presented alternatives

before displays on some trials and still found

a WSE.

Failure

to confront this evidence lessen the effectiveness of the argu-

ments made in favor of a response bias.

Another criticism of

these studies was advanced by Baron (1975) who felt that the

redundancy theory assumes that

a

subject forgets the informa-

tion on which she based her decision in creating the internal

representation.

For example, if

a

subject saw only a horizontal

the display YLPA
line at the bottom of the second position for
the
she might very well form the representation YEPA. Then when

alternatives L and R are presented the subject may well respond

R since it is more similar to E,

but only if she has forgotten

that she saw a horizontal line on the bottom.
this fact, she should respond L.

If she remembers

Thompson & Massaro (1973) and

Bjork & Estes (1973) did not explain this assumption that subjects forget visual information, and no support for this assumption can be found in their studies.

Thus* for a number of rea-

sons we can not consider these studies as conclusive evidence

that the WSE is caused by a response bias.

The existence of a WSE has also been demonstrated using

visual search (Krueger, 1970a; b) and simultaneous matching
tasks (e.g., Eichelman, 1970; Egeth & Blecker, 1971).

visual search task a subject is first presented with

In the
a

target

letter and must then report whether or not that letter exists
in a display.

Subjects are able to search more rapidly through

displays of words (Krueger, 1970a).

This task should control

for response bias since a subject knows the target letter before
a

display is shown.

'It may control for effects of memory as

only target letters must be stored in memory.

However, as

Pollatsek, Well, & Schindler (1975) pointed out, subjects may
find it more natural to encode the display in memory and then

search this memory for the presence of the target letter.
In the simultaneous matching task, subjects must decide
as quickly as possible whether or not two strings of letters

presented in

a

display are the same.

Since a forced choice

task (same or different) is used, guessing effects should be

minimized.

Also, since the strings remain visible until

a

response is made there should be little effect
of memory.
Reaction times are usually found to be faster
for word

strings

(Eichelman, 1970).

However, this task as well as the visual

'

search task may merely show that it is easier to
compare word
material than nonword material. Instead of removing
post perceptual effects as a cause for the WSE, these studies may
reflect another post perceptual factor - the comparison
process.

Comparison Process and the WSE
As the comparison process must take place after the stimuli

have been encoded, it is considered a post perceptual process.
The possible advantage of words during a comparison process is

usually considered to be due to the fact that words can be more
effectively represented in a verbal short-term memory than can
nonwords.

Another possibility is that the actual comparison for

words may be easier since meanings, phoenems, sounds, etc. may
be more easily compared for words than nonwords.

In the Smith

& Spoehr (1974) model of perception, words attain a comparison

advantage since they can more easily be translated into an acous
tic representation which is in a form similar to syllables.

How

ever, visual stimuli may be translated into other forms, such as

phonemic, name, lexical, or semantic; any of which would give

words an advantage at a verbal comparison stage.

While a verbal component has usually been thought of as the
source for a comparison advantage, Pollatsek, Well, & Schindler
(1975) proposed that this is not necessarily true.

vanced a model in which a verbal and

a

They ad-

visual comparison take

place concurrently.

A response (such as responding same
or

different to two strings of letters) awaits
the outcome of a
"race" between these two comparison processes.
If the race is
close then a response is sometimes determined
by the visual

comparison and other times by the verbal comparison.

The WSE,

thus could sometimes be due to an advantage for
words during a
visual comparison.

Whether the comparison occurs at
is not our main concern here.

a

visual or verbal level

We would simply like to know if

there is an advantage for word material at a comparison stage

which could contribute to the WSE.

As a short review of the

literature concerned with the comparison process will show, the
answer to this question is neither a firm yes nor a firm no at
this time.
a

The majority of studies reviewed here will reflect

verbal comparison approach, since more studies dealing with

a possible comparison advantage have used this approach.

review of the Pollatsek et al. (1975) study will provide

A
a

discussion of the possible visual comparison advantage.
Perhaps the most often cited study implicating

a

verbal

comparison advantage for words is that of Mezrich (1973), who
found greater accuracy for single letters when subjects had to

vocalize displays during a probe recognition task.

The design

of the study was similar to Reicher's (1969) with the major

difference being that half of the subject vocalized each display during a 1.5 sec delay which occured between offset of the

display and onset of the alternatives.

The accuracy level for

the subjects who did not vocalize
displays was found to be
6.1% higher for words than for single letters;
however, subjects who did vocalize displays showed
greater accuracy for
single letters (5.6% greater).
It thus appears possible that

words have an advantage in the Reicher (1969).
and Wheeler (1970)
tasks since subjects may subvocalize words (or
at least put

them

into a verbal store) to a much greater degree
than letters.

Baron (1975) offered another interpretation of
Mezrich's results; that is, that the subjects may have found it
easier

to

pronounce letters than words and attempted to pronounce single
letters when words were presented which interfered with the

attempt to see all the letters in the words.

Unfortunately,

Baron offers no explanation of just why this may have occurred
and none is intuitively obvious.

Baron's criticism thus ap-

pears too superficial to discount Mezrich's interpretations.
The finding of no difference in recognition accuracy between words and pronounceable nonwords (Baron & Thurston, 1973)

would appear to support

nounceable stimuli.

a

verbal comparison advantage for pro-

Furthermore, in a simultaneous matching

task, Egeth & Blecker (1971) found no difference in reaction

times between words and pronounceable nonwords while reaction
times to both of these stimuli were faster than to nonpronounce-

able nonwords.

However, this "pronounceability" advantage

should be interpreted with caution, for other studies (e.g.,
Baron & Pittenger, 1974; Pollatsek, Schindler, & Well, 1974)
have obtained a word advantage over pronounceable nonwords.

-15Also, in a later experiment of the study mentioned
above,

Baron & Thurston (1973) found no difference in recognition
accuracy between homophones (e.g., WORN -WARN) and nonhomophones

'

(e.g., WORD-WARD).

Performance was measured by first present-

ing a display such as WORN in the homophone case, and then

presenting two alternatives such as WORN and WARN.

If pro-

nounceability of stimuli caused the WSE then recognition of
homophones should have been worse than nonhomophones, since
for the homophone case, acoustic information will not be useful for a "different" response.

Pollatsek, Well, & Schindler

(1975) also found no difference in reaction times betv/een homo-

phones and nonhomophones in a simultaneous matching task.
In the Smith & Spoehr (1974) model mentioned earlier there
is a "translation" of a visually perceived stimulus into a ver-

bal code.

Visual displays of letters are first processed to

the level of a visual sensory store and then parsed into "voc-

alic center groups"

syllables.

'

(VCGs) which are somewhat similar to

There is an acoustic representation for each VCG

formed, and comparisons take place using these.

The WSE is

then explained by the fact that a word can be described by

fewer VCGs then for a comparable length nonword, hence fewer

comparisons need take place for words.

This model predicts

that recognition of one syllable words should be easier than
that of two syllable words and Spoehr & Smith (1973) found this
to be true.

The use of VCGs could also explain why there is no

WSE if pronounceable nonwords are used.

However, it does not

-16-

explain why a one syllable word should be better recognized
than a single letter (Reicher, 1969) - after all both
can be

described by a single VCG.

Nor does it explain why familiar

nonpronounceable items, such as FBI, are better perceived
than nonfamiliar items, such as IFB (Egeth & Blecker, 1971).

Smith & Spoehr themselves point out some further short-

comings of the model.

They admit that "translation may not be

an obligatory process for accurate perception of visually pre-

sented language materials" and cite Baron & Thurston's (1973)

findings with homophone material as

a

does not seem to have taken place.

Also, the Smith & Spoehr

case where translation

model is unable to account for the finding that congenitally
deaf subjects could make use of spelling patterns ("pronounceability") in perceiving letter strings (Gibson, Shurcliff, &

Yonas, 1970).

One can not expect these subjects to have trans-

lated the material into acoustic representations.

Given the

shortcomings of the Vocalic Group Center model," it is difficult
to accept it as an explanation of the WSE.

Reasoning that shows that the use of acoustic information
may actually hinder a search through familiar material is found
*

in a study by Krueger (1970a, experiment II).

Subjects were to

search for a letter through a display containing either a prose

passage or the same words randomly arranged*

Subjects reported

vocalizing 55% of the words on the average and some subjects
reported replacing the shape of the target letter with its
sound.

This lead to misses when the sound of the target letter
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within

word did not correspond to the sound
of that letter
when presented alone. Two subjects reported
missing the G in
COLLEGE because the word contains no true G
sound, while
another subject reported difficulty in searching
for a K when
the display contained many Cs.
In such cases, if an acoustic
code was formed for the target it would have to
be translated
back into a visual form before accurate comparisons
could take
a

place, thus eliminating any advantage due to acoustical
coding.

Further evidence against a comparison stage advantage was
found in experiment IV of Krueger' s (1970a) study.

Subjects

were shown either one, two, or three target letters which they

were then to find in

a

display of two six letter strings. Search

times were found to increase as the number of targets increased,

with search time through word displays faster than through nonword displays.

The time advantage for word material remained

constant as the number of targets varied.

Krueger assumed that

target-set size does not affect encoding, but does affect memory
comparison, because the more targets in memory, the more memory

comparisons that must be made with

a

given display letter.

If

the WSE was due to a comparison advantage, Krueger reasoned,

then the increased processing load at memory comparison ought
to have been handled more effectively for words than for non-

words.

Therefore, search times should have increased less for

words than for nonwords for a given increase in target-set size.
Since this was not found to be the case, Krueger concluded that
the WSE could not be attributed to a comparison advantage and

-18so must be due to an advantage for word
material at the encoding stage.

However, a study by Hochberg (1968) did implicate

parison advantage for word material.

In this study,

'

a

com-

subjects

were to respond same or different to pairs of letter
strings

presented vertically on a page; the dependent variable being
the total time to respond per page.

Hochberg found no WSE when

the letter strings appeared side by side, but did find
an advan-

tage for word strings when they were separated by 20° of
visual
angle.
a

At this separation, subjects would have to make use of

short-term memory store in the comparison stage since more

than one fixation would be needed to compare the strings. Since
a WSE was found only when there was use of a memory store,

this

study appeared to have supplied evidence that familiarity affects the memory comparison stage.

However, words are usually

seen horizontally in Western culture so that presenting them
t

vertically may have forced subjects to adopt an unnatural strategy of processing which removes any word advantage due to per-

ceptual factors.

It is also possible that the dependent vari-

able used was not very sensitive and so could not have detected
the rather small advantage of word material (about 8% in accuracy

studies - Reicher, 1969; Wheeler, 1970 - and 100 msec in reaction
time tasks - Eichelman, 1970).
In a simultaneous matching task in which string pairs ap-

peared horizontally (separated by only 16' of visual angle),

Eichelman (19 70, experiment

1)

found faster reaction times to
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word strings.

In experiment

2

of the same study, Eichelman

proposed that if subjects were processing the names of words
to aid in comparison,

then there should be no increase in re-

action times if one word was printed in lower case type while
the other was in upper case type.

An increase of 152 msec was

found for same trials when different case type was used.

This

would seem to indicate that subjects were making decisions on
the basis of visual and not verbal information.

However, the

model of visual information processing proposed by Pollatsek,
Well, & Schindler (1975) shows that this may not be the correct

conclusion.
In the Pollatsek, et al. model it is assumed that there

are visual encoding processes that occur prior to decisions

about the visual and verbal information.

The encoding of ver-

bal (phonemic and/or semantic) information is viewed as occurring in parallel with a visual comparison process and possibly
*

*

with some parts of the visual encoding process.

A decision

about the stimuli may be determined by information from the

visual or verbal comparison process or both (it is assumed that
the visual comparison is sometimes faster than a verbal comparison in a race to the decision stage).

that Eichelman

f

s

Pollatsek, et al. feel

results merely reflect the fact that a same

decision for same case pairs can make use of both visual and
verbal information while for different case pairs only verbal

information is useful to the decision.

-20In order to differentiate between the
possible visual

and/or verbal advantage for words, Pollatsek,
et al. (1975)
had subjects perform a simultaneous matching task
in which
they were presented with word and nonword string
pairs which
were either (a) physically identical (OWRDJDWRD)
(b) different
,

only in case (WORD-WORd )
(OWRD-OWRK).

,

or (c) different only in letter name

Pollatsek, et al. reasoned that if a WSE was

found for the case different (CD) pairs then the word advantage

could not be due to a more rapid name (verbal) comparison process since the comparison of names would always lead to a same

decision.

Furthermore, if the information used in making

a

de-

cision is purely visual then there should be no difference in
the magnitude of the WSE between CD and letter different (LD)

pairs.

Results showed

a

significant WSE (61.7 msec) for CD

pairs and for LD pairs (85.7 msec).

Although the WSE was

greater for LD pairs the difference between CD and LD pairs
was not significant.'

It would appear from these results that

a decision is made primarily on the basis of visual information

with some use, but not a great deal, being made of verbal information.

On the basis of these results, a verbal advantage

for words at the comparison stage does not seem to be the cause
of the WSE, but the results did not show that there was a visual

comparison advantage for words.
only a visual advantage.

The evidence here implicates

This advantage may be at an encoding

(perceptual) or at a visual comparison (post perceptual) level
- the results do not differentiate between these levels.

It appears that the conventional methods of
studying the

WSE (use of a mask and probe, simultaneous matching,
visual
search) are unable to conclusively separate the
perceptual and

post-perceptual factors affecting visual processing of words
and nonwords.
Perhaps then attempts should be made to
use

other methods to study the WSE.

The present study is such an

attempt to use a less conventional method

-

sequential blanking

- in studying the advantage of word material.

It was believed

that this method could provide a measure of word and nonword

processing that is sensitive to only perceptual factors.

A

review of the sequential blanking literature will show that
such a measure can be found - the stimulus onset asynchrony
(SOA) which produces maximum sequential blanking.

Sequential Blanking
The phenomenon of sequential blanking was first observed
by Mayzner, Tresselt, & Cohen (1966).

They found that subjects

i

could not report all of the letters in

a

display when the spa-

tial and temporal order of presentation of the letters did not

agree and when a certain time constraint existed,

(in fact,

subjects reportedly did not see some of the letters at all).
For instance, in the example presented earlier only

CAR

was

seen by subjects when CHAIR was displayed on an oscilloscope
in the order 31425, when the delay time between presentation

of each letter (the stimulus onset asynchrony or SOA) was about
40 msec.

The letters were presented sequentially; that is, H

was displayed and then removed, then

I

was displayed and re-

moved, etc.

This phenomenon in which certain
letters were
not seen (or at least could not be
reported) for a sequential
presentation was refered to as "sequential
blanking".

Mayzner, Tresselt, & Heifer (1967) studied
this phenomenon
in greater detail by having subjects
observe from 5 to 100 letters or symbols in various configurations,
at various SOAs
and
,

at varying "on" and "off" times

("on" time refers to the length

of time that each letter is actually being
displayed, while "offtime refers to the length of time between offset
of one letter

and onset of the next).

Subjects invariably could not report

the first half of the letters displayed (target letters)
when

they were flanked by letters (masking letters) occuring
approx-

imately 100 msec later.

Thus, there was a different SOA for

each string length which maximized sequential blanking for only
that length of display (e.g., this "critical SOA" was 40 msec
for a display of

letters, while the critical SOA was

5

for a display of 40 letters).

5

msec

As the SOA was gradually incre-

ased or decreased from this critical SOA, the effect of sequential blanking gradually diminished (a greater number of subjects

were able to perceive more letters in the string).

In no case

was the critical SOA affected by a change in the "on" and "off"
times of the letters displayed.

Table

1

summarizes the results of this study.

The sequence

of characters is shown and under each is shown the various dis-

play orders used;

a

line under a character indicates that that

Insert Table

1

About Here

character was not perceived.

For example, the number sequence

42513 under CHAIR and XXXXX indicates that this
order was examined for both displays. The individual numbers
indicate the
order in which the individual characters were
displayed; i.e.,

with CHAIR,

I

was displayed first, H second, R third, C
fourth,

and A fifth, but each letter was spatially displayed
as shown in
the sequence.
The lines under the numbers 2 and 1 indicate that
H and I were not perceived.

shown.

The display on-off times are also

"d(9-2)" following input display orders denotes that a

spatial displacement occurred; subjects reported that the character displayed second seemed to be displaced one letter width
from the character displayed ninth.

Mayzner et al., (1967) reported that almost without exception the population of observers reported that no character is

perceived in the underlined positions in Table

1.

Similar re-

sults were found with vertical, oblique, and matrix arrays.

When the first four letters of

a 6 x 6

matrix of X's were pre-

sented in the center of a matrix, the matrix was perceived to

have a

2

x 2

"hole" in its center (i.e., the first four X's

presented were not perceived).
There are cases in Table

1

which had an irregular display

order (e.g., 31425) and the critical SOA necessary to produce
SB, but no blanking was produced.

These cases occurred when

the target characters had different geometric properties (the

term used by Mayzner et al., 1967) than the masking characters.

Examples of this are the displays -/-/-, XOXOOXOOXX, and

H-H--H--HH.

These results suggested to Mayzner et al.

(1967)

that "pattern differences and similarities
are crucial to the
sequential blanking phenomena".

Mayzner et al., (1967) first offered an explanation
of the
sequential blanking phenomenon in terms of an interaction
be-

tween the excitatory and inhibitory fields of the input
characters.

However, this position was more clearly explained by

Mayzner & Tresselt (1970a).

Mayzner & Tresselt (1970a) stated

that "the final visual experience is a resultant of certain
ex-

citatory and inhibitory processes associated with each input and
all other inputs

'closely' associated with it in space and time"

Citing the findings of Ratliff (1965) on lateral inhibition and
von Beksey (1967) on sensory inhibition, Mayzner & Tresselt as-

sumed that each input was represented by a central excitatory

field surrounded by an inhibitory field on

a

"cortical map".

If

the excitatory fields of some inputs overlap with the inhibitory

fields or other inputs then interactions develop, the intensity
of the excitatory fields is reduced, and sequential blanking

results.

Mayzner & Tresselt believed that this speculation was

consistent with the results of Hubel & Wiesel (1962), who felt
that the visual system performs a geometric analysis on inform-

ation presented to it.

These geometric analyzers were character

ized by a columnar system in which lines of differing orientations, angles, or lengths are analyzed in separate columns of
the visual cortex (a so called "columnar system").

Finally, Mayzner & Tresselt assumed that
as a result of
about the first 100 msec of input processing,
inputs are
"routed" to locations within the columnar
system, where "routing" is based on the geometric properties of
the inputs.
If
the inputs arrive in the same column because
of sufficient

geometric similarities (along dimensions such line
length,
orientation, angle, degree of curvature, etc.) then the
excitatory and inhibitory fields of these inputs may interact
and

produce sequential blanking effects.

However, if due to geo-

metric differences, these inputs are "routed" to different
columns then their excitatory and inhibitory fields may not
interact, and sequential blanking will not occur.

Such an

assumption accounts for the absence of sequential blanking in
displays such as /-/-/ and X0X0X0X0X0.
If sequential blanking occurs when inputs are geometri-

cally similar and thus the inhibitory and excitatory fields
interact, then why is there little or no sequential blanking
for displays presented in an irregular order at SCAs less than
or greater than the critical SOA?

For example, all Xs are

seen when the display XXXXX is shown in the order 31425 at

SOA of

5

msec.

a

Mayzner & Tesselt (1970a) believed that all

the inputs are seen when the SOA used is less than the critical
SOA, because the inhibitory fields associated with the masking

letters (Xs presented third, fourth, and fifth) are not suffi-

ciently strong enough to inhibit the excitatory fields of the
target letters (Xs presented first and second).

However, at

-26the critical SOA (40 .sec in this
example) the inhibitory
fields of the masking letters are
much stronger than the ex-

citatory fields of the target letters,
as the excitatory
fields decay with time. This inhibitory
interaction greatly
attenuates the target letter excitatory
fields and causes sequential blanking. At SOAs beyond the
critical
SOA there is

little temporal overlap between the
target letter excitatory
fields and the masking letter inhibitory
fields
so little,

if

any, interaction occurs between these
fields and all the inputs
are perceived.
Mayzner & Tresselt, however, were not arguing

that SB is an all-or-none phenomenon for they
reported that the
effects of sequential blanking gradually decreased
as the SOA
was gradually increased or decreased from the critical
SOA.

Support for this theory of inhibitory interactions affected
by geometric properties has been found in other studies
which

Mayzner and others have conducted.

Schoenberg, Katz, & Mayzner

(1970) found effects which they believed corresponded to the

interactions of overlapping excitatory and inhibitory fields of
five points of lights which were displayed horizontally in the

order 31425 with an SOA of 40 msec.

Sequential blanking was

found only when the points were separated by .45 in. or less.
The two target points were then displayed vertically and sequential blanking was found only for vertical displacements of .09
in. or less.

Displacements of .09 or .50 in. resulted in

a

phi-like movement (that is one point source of light seemed
to move across the display with the three masking points as

termini). 2

Displacements beyond .50 in. resulted in all five

points being seen.

Schoenberg, et al. believed that these

results show that the inhibitory fields (of the points
used)
have the character of rectangular bands which "may in some

'

functional sense correspond to the rectangular columnar system

suggested by Hubel & VJiesel (1959, 1963, 1968).
In a study which supports the contention that geometric

properties affect SB, Mayzner & Tresselt (1969) had subjects

view five squares displayed in the order 31425 with an SOA of
40 msec.

The length of one side of the target squares was de-

creased by varying amounts yielding two trapezoid targets and
three masking squares in each display.

It was found that blank

ing decreased (fairly linearly) as the side of the trapezoids

decreased in length (this was found regardless of which side
was being decreased).

Pollock (1972) using a forced-choice format found evidence
that some information about the "blanked" stimuli is available
to the visual processing system.

slants

,

Four displays of dashes and

each display having five characters such as -/-/-, were

shown on a Cathade ray tube (CRT) one above the other.

The

order of presentation of the elements was the same for all
four displays.

Three of the displays were the same while one
In the slant detection task, in

display varied by one element.

three of the four displays the slanted element(s) were fixed at
a

reference slope (usually at

in the fourth display*

0)

while the slope was different

Subjects were to identify which display

contained the sloping element(s).

In a duration detection

task, three displays again contained
identical slant elements
while the fourth varied. However, this time
the duration of
the slant elements of this fourth display
varied and the subject was to identify which one of the displays
contained the

missing elements.
Slant detection for irregular orders such as 31425
was
found to be great as and sometimes better than that
for regular
order (12345) with an SOA of 40 msec - the critical
SOA to maximize sequential blanking for five element displays.
Subjects

reported that they could not "see" the critical elements in
the
irregular order case.

In the duration detection task, discrim-

ination of missing elements was found to be better for regular
than irregular order, with minimum detection occurring at an

SOA of 40 msec for irregular order.

Pollock reported that the

"unseen" slant elements make their presence known by rotational

motion of neighboring elements.

Pollock stated' that:

"Pheno-

menally the missing critical element makes its presence known
by a change in the apparent speed of motion of successively dis'

played elements, even though apparently based upon brightness

differences."

Pollock feels that the sequential blanking ef-

fect may be related to apparent motion (cf .

Fehrer & Raab, 1962).

,

Kahneman, 1967;

However, Pollock hesitates to explain

sequential blanking on this basis, undoubtably since apparent

motion is not understood at this time nor even fully accepted
as a basis for such phenomenon,

as metacontrast

(cf .

,

Weisstein

& Growney,

1969).

The most important aspect of
Pollock's

study is the fact that the critical
elements although not seen
still have an effect on the processing
of the entire display.
Therefore, some information about the
critical elements must
be available to a visual processing
system.
We shall consider
this factor a bit more later.
As was previously mentioned, Mayzner,
et al., (1967) reported that sequential blanking effects
decreased as the SOA
was increased or decreased from the critical
SOA.
if the effects of sequential blanking were measured
as percent error (of
target letters reported) and this was plotted
as SOA varied,
then a U-shaped function should have been found
(such a plotting was not done by Mayzner et al., 1967).
A U-shaped func-

tion has been defined in metacontrast literature (cf
.
19 73; •Kahneman,

,

Lefton,

1968) as an error function where the maximum

percent error occurs at some critical delay between target and

masking stimuli that is greater than

0

msec.

There is only one

maximum percent error and the percentage gradually decrease on
either side of (delays greater than or less than) the maximum,
thus the term U-shaped (it is actually an inverted U when per-

cent error is used, but an actual U when percent correct is
used).

Since SB may be akin to metacontrast (in both cases

presentation of target stimuli followed by presentation of
flanking masking stimuli leads to

a

perceptual degrading of

the target stimuli), we will adopt this same definition in dis-

cussing a U-shaped function in the context of sequential blanking.
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Andreassi, Nayzner, Leyda, & Waxman
(1970) found evidence
which indicated that the effects of SB
could be described by a
U-shaped function. Subjects were presented
with displays of
two lines of letters.
One line had five letters, the letters
in the second and fourth positions
(target letters) were identical, the other three varied.
The other line had only
'

three

letters, there being no letters in the second or
fourth positions.
The lines were displayed one above the other
and the

target letters appeared randomly in either line.

Subjects were

to write the target letter for each display on
a prepared sheet.

Display order was 31425 for the critical line and SOA was
varied
from 10 msec to 100 msec. Maximum sequential blanking was
found

at an SOA of 20 msec,

the overall function of error rates as SOA

varied was basically U-shaped (e.g., 82% detections at 10 msec
SOA,

71% at so msec, and 90% at 100 msec).
In experiment

3

of the same study, a line of five X's was

used and subjects were to report how many X's they saw.

experiment

4,

a

In

column of five X's replaced each single X, and

subjects were to report the number of columns seen.

order was again 31425 and SOA's varied from

2

msec to 200 msec.

The minimum number of X's reported in experiment
SOA of 30 msec, while in experiment

4

Display

3

was at an

the minimum number of

columns reported (and hence maximum sequential blanking) was
at a SOA of 40 msec.

shaped.

Again the overall functions were U-

It thus appears that maximum sequential blanking may

be produced at varying SOA's (at least in the 20 to 40 msec

-31range) depending on the displays used to
study the phenomena.
All the experiments performed by Andreassi
et al.
produced a
,

U-shaped error function; that is there is in all
cases one maximum error rate at a specific SOA greater than
0
msec, and the

effects of sequential blanking gradually diminishing
on both
sides of this maximum as SCA is decreased or increased.
The final study included in our review of sequential
blanking is that of Mayzner & Tresselt (1970a) who reported
that the

effects of SB were eliminated if target letters formed

a

word.

Mayzner & Tresselt had ten subjects view 30 display trials of
ten letters each presented in the order 16273849510, with an SOA

of 20 msec.

On ten trials,

two five-letter words were inter-

leaved so that one word was formed by the target letters, the
other by the masking letters (e.g., TABLE and CHAIR were inter-

leaved as TCAHBALIER); on another ten trials the first five letters did not form a word, but the second five did '(e.g., the

display MHBOLUZSUE); on the remaining ten trials, ten ten-letter words were displayed such as SOMERSAULT.

They found that in

the cases where two five-letter words were interleaved, subjects

tended to report both words correctly (91% correct reports for
the masking letter words and 87% correct reports for the target

letter words).

When only the masking letters formed

a

word,

there was 88% correct reports for the masking word, but the
five random target letters yielded accuracies of 21, 6,

4,

8,

and 12% for the letters presented first, second, third, fourth,
and fifth, respectively.

No subjects reported seeing the entire

word for ten-letter word displays;
the percentage of letters
reported correctly for this case in
respective positions were
18,

84,

2,

78,

4,

71,

3,

72,

11,

and 65%.

Eased on these find-

ings, Mayzner & Tresselt speculated
that "not only may input

geometry produce different 'routes' or
-pathways' leading to
spatial locations sufficiently different to
eliminate inhibitory field interactions, but also word meaning
may produce
equivalent processings." However, Mayzner &
Tresselt did not
offer any speculations as to how or why these
equivalent processings take place. This study's importance,

however, is that

it demonstrated the existence of a word
advantage in the sequen-

tial blanking paradigm.

Before proceeding with an explanation of the possible use
of sequential blanking in studying the WSE, it may be
helpful to

briefly list the major findings of the sequential blanking research.

These findings include:

1)

a

perceptual degrading of

the target letters (often to the point of subjects reporting not

seeing these letters) that is maximized when masking letters

follow target letters by about 100 msec in displays presented
in irregular order.

This phenomenon has been referred to as

sequential blanking (Mayzner, Tresselt, & Cohen, 1966).

2)

masking and target letters (or symbols) must have similar geometric properties (line lengths, orientations, angles, etc.)
for sequential blanking to take place (Mayzner, Tresselt, &

Heifer, 1967; Mayzner & Tresselt, 1969).

3)

some information

about the stimuli in target positions is available to a visual

,
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processing system (Pollock, 1972).

4)

the error function de-

scribing sequential blanking is U-shaped (Andreassi,
et al.
1970).
5) the effects of sequential blanking are greatly reduced when the target letters form a word (Mayzner
& Tresselt,

'

1970a).

The Possible Use of Sequential Blanking in Studying the
WSE
The finding of a word advantage by Mayzner & Tresselt
(1970a)
indicates that a WSE could probably be shown to exist in the context of sequential blanking.

This by itself would tell us little

about the WSE that is not already known.

However, if sequential

blanking could yield evidence concerning the role (or absence) of
perceptual factors in the WSE then SB would prove to be

while tool for the study of the WSE.

a

worth-

Further consideration of

the SB phenomenon will show that it is plausible to use SB to

study the WSE.

Mayzner & Tresselt (1970a) felt that the use of word targets
had eliminated SB; but they only studied the effect of word targets at the SOA which produced maximum SB for random letter targets.

What if the SOA which produces maximum word SB were at

different SOA?

This could be true if, as hypothesized by Johnston

& McClelland (1973),

for the WSE.

a

a faster

processing of words is responsible

Johnston & McClelland stated that, "it is not nec-

essary for processing of

a

word to be completed faster than pro-

cessing of a letter; what must happen is transfer of relevant
stimulus information to some state not subject to interference.."

Suppose that in SB displays relevant word target information is
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transferred more quickly to some state not
subject, to SB then
was true to random letter (nonword) targets.
If this transfer
of word information took place before 100
msec after onset of
the word target letters, then the SOA leading
to maximum
non-

word SB will not maximize SB for word targets.

However, assum-

ing this transfer must take some finite amount
of time we would

expect to find an SOA of shorter duration for word
targets which
would maximize "word SB". Since Mayzner & Tresselt
(1970a)
did

not investigate SOAs less than the SOA which maximizes
nonword
SB (the nonword maximizing SOA), it is impossible to
tell whether

their results actually reflect a faster word processing, or the

elimination of SB due to word targets.
The present study addresses this possibility of

a

faster

word processing by studying SB effects for word and nonword targets at various SOAs.

If we accept SB as a perceptual effect

(as described by Mayzner, et al.,

1967)

than any parameters ini

fluencing SB must reflect the early stages of processing.
early processing of words and nonwords differed in such

a

If

manner

that processing of letters in words occurred more rapidly then
we would expect the SOA for maximum SB to be of shorter duration
for words than for nonwords.
In order to clearly demonstrate that the maximizing SOA is

sensitive to perceptual factors, it will be useful to define the
level of processing at which SB occurs (the SB state).

Since we

are hypothesizing a faster processing of words, it will also be

useful to define the "post SB state", that is, the level of pro-

,
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cessing following the SB state to which
information must be
transferred so that it is not subject to
sequential blanking.
We first propose an explanation of the
SB state that is a modification of the explanation proposed by Mayzner
et
al

Recall that Mayzner et al.

.

,

(1967).

(1967) felt that the inhibitory

interactions causing SB took place when inputs were
"routed" to
positions in a columnar system sufficiently close to
allow such
interactions.

This routing was done on the basis of the geo-

metric properties of the inputs.

Thus Mayzner et al., define

SB as occurring when the inhibitory field which
represents a

letter input interacts with the excitatory field representing

another letter input .

But the work of Hubel & Weissel (1959,

1962) which Mayzner et al. cite as support for their theory was

concerned with the inhibitory interactions of features.

It is

difficult to imagine, as Mayzner, et al. tacitly assume, how an

excitatory or inhibitory field can represent an entire letter.
Such an assumption was not necessary, Mayzner et al. would have

had essentially the same model had they limited their inhibitory

interactions to features only.
In defining the SB state we will assume that SB does in

fact take place because of inhibitory interactions between similar features of inputs .

This assumption is consistent with the

findings of Hubel & Weissel (1959, 1962) and with results con-

cerning geometric properties of inputs in SB (Mayzner, et al.,
1967; Mayzner & Tresselt, 1969).

It is also consistent with

most models of letter visual processing (such as Smith & Spoher

-361974) which assume that the first level of
processing is extraction of features. For inhibitory
interactions to occur,

feature information, in the form of the
excitatory fields of
the inputs, must exist for some finite
period of time.

'

We,

therefore, postulate the existence of

a

feature storage where

feature information is stored and decays fairly
rapidly.
structure of this feature storage may be similar

The

to that of the

columnar system proposed by Mayzner et al

,

(1967).

Features

may be "mapped" into this storage in various locations
which
depend on the spatial position of the physical stimuli

and the

feature itself.

If two features from separate stimuli are sim-

ilar and the physical separation of the stimuli was not
great,
then inhibitory interactions may occur.

However, such inter-

actions will occur only if the temporal separation between the
two features is such that the inhibitory field of one feature
is stronger than the excitatory field of the other feature.

In this SB state the maximizing SOA is a temporal measure

by which we can determine when the inhibitory fields of features
of a masking stimulus are the strongest with respect to the ex-

citatoty fields of target features.

As such the maximizing SOA

is a measure of a relationship between two sets of purely per-

ceptual information.

The maximizing SOA can not be affected by

post-perceptual information for at the level of the SB state,
there is as yet no post-perceptual information available to

visual processing system.

a

Having established the SB state, let

us now define the post SB state.

According

.to

the Smith & Spoehr (1974) model of
visual

processing summarized at the beginning of
this paper, once
feature information exists in a visual
processing

system, a

matching process begins.

Our hypothesis that such feature in-

formation exists in a feature storage is
consistent with their
model, since feature information must exist
for
a time

the matching process which utilizes this
information.

during

We will

assume that a matching process begins as soon as
feature information enters the feature storage. The post SB state
must
then

be the endproduct of this matching process - the
possible alter-

natives for the stimuli.

Sequential blanking can have no effect

on this state for once a visual processing system has
developed

the possible alternatives the system no longer needs the feature

information which is disrupted by SB.

Since a matching process

utilizes only feature information, then only perceptual information can be transferred to the post SB state.
As both the maximizing SOA and the transfer to the post SB

state involve only perceptual information, sequential blanking
may provide a method of investigating the possible faster pro-

cessing of word material at a perceptual level.

If the maximiz-

ing SOA was found to be less for words than for nonwords, and a

WSE was found to exist in the context of SB, then it would seem

possible that the WSE is caused by
tual information for word material.

a

faster processing of percepSuch an explanation of the

WSE could be consistent with previous studies of the WSE using

visual search, simultaneous matching, and probe recognition
techniques.
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The present study will investigate
this possible explanation for the WSE by presenting both
words and nonwords
in tar-

get positions of SB displays at various
SOAs.

Error rates will

then be calculated for each SOA to
determine the word and nonword SB error functions. The error
functions. will then be
analyzed to determine the maximum or "peak"
error rate for each
target type.
If words are processed faster than
nonwords then
there should be a "peak shift" - that is, the
word maximizing
SOA should be at a lower SOA than the nonword
maximizing
SOA.

If,

as Andreassi,

is U-shaped,

et al.

(1970) demonstrated, a SB function

then there should be but one peak for each target

type error function.

This, of course, assumes that word targets

will yield a U-shaped error function.

This should be true if SB

affects both words and nonwords similarly; however, if word
targets eliminate the effect of SB (as proposed by Mayzner &
Tresselt,
1970a) then the word error function should be essentially flat

and near a 0% error rate.

It is essential to our faster proces-

sing hypothesis that we obtain well defined peaks for both word
and nonword targets in order to analyze for a peak shift.
If a faster processing accounts for the WSE then the error

rates for word and nonword targets should not differ until the

transfer to the post SB state is initiated.

Thus, the word and

nonword error functions should not differ at SOAs less than or
equal to the word maximizing SOA.

After this SOA, a WSE should

become increasingly apparent as word information is transferred
more quickly to the post SB state.

Of course, if SOAs are made

-39long then nonword information will have enough
time to be completely transferred to the post SB state and no WSE will
be

evident.

Overall then we should expect the word and nonword

'

error functions to be equivalent until the word maximizing
SOA,
then the word error functions should become increasingly lower
than the nonword function until sufficiently long SOAs are en-

countered (which eliminate the word advantage) at which point
the difference between word and nonword functions will decrease.
It is possible that the SOAs investigated in this study (0 to 60

msec) may not be large enough to include this decreasing word-

nonword difference.
The findings of Pollock (1972) indicate that all information
from the target stimuli is not lost when SB occurs.

It appears

possible that when Mayzner et al. (1967) asked subjects to give
a full

report of what they have seen subjects may have lost some

low level information (such as feature information).

Thus Mayzner

et al. may have introduced a memory factor into their design, for
as Sperling

(1960) has shown such a full report method allows

much information which has been perceived to be lost due to decay of memory.

If we are to study the WSE at a perceptual level

using SB then partial reports should be used to minimize the effects of memory decay.

The present study will make use of one

such method - the probe recognition technique as used by Reicher
(1969) and Wheeler (1970).

Also, redundancy in word targets will

be controlled for as in the Reicher and Wheeler tasks - either
of the two alternatives used to probe a word target position will

form words when used with the other target
letters.
For example, if the target word is BAT, and the
first position is
probed, then the alternatives will be B and
C.

I

Since subjects in preliminary research expressed
difficulties in seeing displays of nine letters or more,
we decided
that a shorter display length must be used in order
to minimize
effects caused by acuity difficulties. It was decided
to use

displays of seven letters, which would provide us with three
letter word targets and four masking letters.

Nonword targets

will be three letter anagrams of the words used and four random

masking letters.

The use of anagrams was a necessity so that

any effects which may be found can not be attributable to dif-

ferences in letter features.

Johnston & McClelland (1973) considered the possibility
that studies which used mixed lists of word and nonword targets

may have induced subjects to attempt to perceive words on each
trial, thus degrading perception of nonwords.

in order to con-

trol against this possibility word and nonword targets were

blocked in the present study.
Two experiments were performed in this study.

The second

experiment was performed because an undesirably high error rate

prevailed in the first experiment.

•

Experim ent

I

The purposes of this study were (a) to determine
the error
function for word as well as nonword targets is U-shaped

in the

SB paradigm,

(b)

context of SB,

to investigate whether the WSE exists in the

(c)

to compare the error functions for word and

nonword targets with the expectation that the word function wil
have a maximum error rate at

lower SOA than the nonword func-

a

tion, this we have referred to as a "peak shift",

(d)

to invest

igate the possibility that subject's expectancies may affect

performance in the SB task.
Expectations of subjects have been shown to affect perform
ance in previous studies of the WSE .

Aderman & Smith (1971)

varied the expectancies of subjects when they were presented
with displays containing permissible spelling patterns

(e.g.,

SWARM) or displays containing unrelated letters (e.g., RMAST

)

This was done by first assigning subjects to either an Expect
SP

(spelling patterns) or to an Expect UL (unrelated letters)

group.

Each subject was then presented with 15 trials of the

expected displays followed by

a

trial of the unexpected display

One position in each display was probed using a forced choice

method.

It was found that accuracy was 18% higher when sub-

jects expected SP and were presented with SP on the last trial
than when subjects expected UL and were presented with SP.

thus appears that subject

1

s

It

expectancies may determine how they

will organize stimuli presented to them.

If the same strategie
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had been used in both expectancy conditions
then there should
have been no difference in performance on
the critical trial.
A study by Schindler, Well, & Pollatsek
(1974) investigated
the effects of segmentation and expectancies on
words and nonwords in a same-different reaction time task. Subjects
were

presented with either words or nonwords in standard (ROTTEN)
or
segmented (RO TT EN) conf iguratons . There were two
expectation
conditions - expect both words and nonwords (EWN) or expect

only

nonwords (EN).

The WSE was found to be significantly lower for

segmented configurations of the EN condition than in the other
three conditions where the WSE was about the same.

It was also

found that the WSE increased over the course of the study as

more subjects in the EN condition realized that some of the displays were words.

These results led Schindler, et al. to con-

clude that expectancy affects the WSE.
It has thus been demonstrated that expectancies affect the

WSE in same-different and other forced choice tasks, and that

segmenting target strings leaves subjects more susceptible to
expectancies.

It,

therefore, seems possible that expectancies

may affect the WSE in a sequential blanking task, where the target letters are separated by masking letters creating a type of

target segmentation.

In order to investigate the possibility of

an expectancy effect in SB, half of the subjects in this first

study were placed in an Informed condition and half in

formed condition.

a

Nonin-

Subjects in the Informed group were told that

the three target letters would form words on half of the trial
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blocks, that the letters would be presented sequentially
with
the target letters presented first and then the masking
letters,
and were also told previous to starting each block
whether it

was

WORD block (three letter target words) or

a

(three letter nonword targets).

a

STRING block

Subjects in the Noninf ormed

group were told only to expect strings of seven letters.

METHOD
Subjects.

Twenty University of Massachusetts undergraduates

(12 females and 8 males)

served as subjects and each received two

experimental credits for their participation.

No subject had any

previous experience with sequential blanking tasks.

Apparatus

A Hewlett-Packard 2114B computer was used to

.

display capital letters on an HP-1300A X-Y display oscilloscope.
The computer was programmed to chose the target and masking letters, SOA, and position to be probed.

The computer also recorded

the number of errors at each position and each SOA.

were taken via
ject.

a

keyboard placed on

a

Responses

table in front of the sub-

Although this keyboard contained ten keys, only two

leftmost and the rightmost keys

were used in this study.

-

communication with the experimenter was possible via
intercom system.

-

a

the

Voice

Bogen

A luxmeter was used to keep the reference il-

lumination of the word READY? at
Stimulus Display

.

a

constant value.

Each letter was displayed by illuminating

the appropriate points in a matrix 19 points high by 13 points

wide.

Each letter was 1.5 cm. high, 0.9 cm. wide, and there was

0.4 cm. between each letter.

Since each display contained seven
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letters, the total width of each display was 8.7
cm., sui-.-ding 3.3° of visual angle horizontally with 0.5°
vertical!

The two "boundary lines" which preceded each display
were actually exclamation marks 1.5 cm. high and 9.0 cm. apart.

Bound-

ary lines and display letters were presented horizontally
the oscilloscope.

:n

Each display of seven letters was presented

in the order 4152637;

that is, the letter in the leftmost posi-

tion was displayed fourth, the letter in the second position was

displayed first, the letter in the third position was displayed
fifth, and so on.

Stimuli

.

In each display the target letters (i.e., -hose

letters that were to be probed) appeared in the second, fcurth
and sixth positions.
a

Letters appearing in these positions formed

three letter word in WORD blocks (e.g., CAT) or

anagram (e.g., TCA) in STRING blocks.

a

three letter

The masking letters

(those appearing in the first, third, fifth, and seventh, positions) could be any letter of the alphabet except those letters

appearing in the target positions and their possible alternatives; thus, on any display there were six letters which could

not be used in the masking set.

After each display of seven letters, two probe letters

appeared above the position of the letter to be proved on that
trial.

The probe letters were the same size as display letters

and were situated vertically above the position being probed.

When the trial was within

a

WORD block either of the two probe

letters would form a word when used with the two letters not

being probed.

For example, if the display was
MCBAXTZ, the
target letters formed the word CAT; if
the second target position (the fourth position overall)
was probed, then the alternatives were A and U so that either CAT or
CUT could be formed.
In order to control for redundancy,
it was necessary to
find pairs of base words which would still
form words whenever
the letters in the same position of the
words were interchanged
(see Table 2).
For example, consider the words BAD and CUT.
By

interchanging one letter in the same position of
these two words
we can form BAT, BUD, BUT, CUD, CAD, and CAT.
This gives
us a

total of eight target words from this pair.

Three such pairs

of base words were used giving us twenty four target
words. The

string targets were formed similarly using anagrams of the word

base sets.
Insert Table

Within

a trial

50,

and 60 msec.

About Here

the SOA between any two successive letters

of the display was the same.
40,

2

The SOA's used were 0, 10, 20, 30,

Each letter was displayed only once and

since the oscilloscope can paint

a

letter in less than a milli-

second, the total display time was essentially determined by SOA
alone.

Thus, total display time varied from less than one msec

with an SOA of

0

msec to 360 msec with an SOA of 60 msec.

The two probe letters were presented 450 msec after the

offset of the letter in the position to be probed on that trial.
This was at least 90 msec after the offset of the last letter

presented in

a

display.

This particular delay was chosen since

shorter delays might have led to interactions
between the probes
and masking letters.
This might possibly have resulted in a
"blanking" of the masking letters and a disinhibition
of the
target letters (cf .
Robinson, 1966).
,

Each trial consisted of three parts:
of the boundary lines,

(b)

(a)

a 500

msec display

the display of seven letters,

display of the probe letters.

(c)

the

The purpose of the boundary lines

was to indicate that the display of seven letters would appear

horizontally in the space between these two lines.

The seven

letter display followed the offset of the boundary lines by 500
msec.

The probe letters followed the offset of the seven letter

display (as explained above) and were displayed until the subject
made a response.

Procedure .

The twenty subjects were randomly assigned to

either the Informed or the Noninformed group.

Each subject part-

icipated in two one-hour sessions, held on consecutive days.
During the first session, instructions were read to the subject
and two practice blocks (one WORD and one STRING) and four exper-

imental blocks were run.

experimental blocks.

The second session consisted of eight

Each subject received a total of six WORD

and six STRING blocks in the experimental block.

consisted of 63 trials.
within

a

block

-

Each block

There were nine trials at each SOA

three trials at each of the three target posi-

tions.

Before each block began the word READY? appeared on the
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oscilloscope and stayed on until the subject
pressed one of the
response keys. The subject then had to press
a key in

order to

start a trial and always had to do so to initiate

a trial.

At

the end of each block the words END OF BLOCK were
displayed for
two seconds.

Each subject performed the task alone sitting five
feet
from the oscilloscope with normal room illumination.

On the

first day the experimenter read the appropriate instructions
to
the subject (see Appendix I).

As the instructions were being

read the first practice block was started so that the subject

would know exactly how to proceed.

The use of the keys in ini-

tiating trials and the manner of presentation of each trial was

explained to the subject.

The subject was told to expect the

boundary lines first and to center her gaze between these two
lines.

Informed subjects were informed that only the second,

fourth, and sixth positions would be probed and were also told
the order of presentation of the display, i.e., second position

first, fourth position second, etc.

Noninformed subjects were

led to believe that any position in the seven letter display

could be probed and were not told the manner of presentation.
All subjects were informed that the position to be probed was

chosen randomly.

The display of the probe letters and the re-

sponse to them was then explained to the subject.

The subject

was instructed to press the leftmost key if she thought that the

upper probe letter had been presented in that position of the

display and to press the rightmost key if she thought the lower
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letter had been presented.

The subject was then informed that

she would receive feedback following a
response, as either
CORRECT or ERROR would appear in the lower
left-hand corner of
the screen.
The subject was told that she could work
at her own
speed since she controlled the presentation of
a display, and
she could make her response whenever she was
ready.

After the experimenter was sure the subject knew
exactly
how to proceed (usually after three or four trials),
the experimenter left the room and sat in an adjoining room. Communication with the subject was now done via an intercom.

At the end

of each block the computer printed the number of errors at each

position of each SOA.

The experimenter tabulated these, told

the subject the total number of errors on the block, and if the

subject was in the Informed group told her which type of block
was next.

blocks.

This activity provided a two minute break between
A practice WORD block, a practice STRING block, two

experimental WORD blocks, and two experimental STRING blocks
were run on the first day.
On the second day there were no instructions read to the

subject, she was merely told to proceed as she had on the pre-

vious day.

The experimenter left the room as soon as the sub-

ject responded that she was ready to proceed.

The procedure

was then the same as on the first day, however, four experi-

mental blocks of each type were now run.

RESULTS
The basic data analyzed were the 42 sums (7 levels of SOA
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3

levels of position X

each subject. Table

3

2

levels of target type) obtained from

shows an example of the data from one sub

ject, the sums being obtained by adding errors at each
position

of each SOA of each target type separately.

An analysis of

variance was performed on this data with the expectation that
there would exist:

existence of

a WSE

;

target type effect indicating the

(a)

a

(b)

an effect of information level which

would provide evidence for effects of expectations in the task;
(c)

a

SOA effect which would yield evidence that error rates do

not remain stable as SOA varies.

Insert Table

3

Unfortunately, there was no
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significant effect of target type (F(l,18)
ation levels (F(1,18)«=C 1.0).

effect of SOA (F(6,108)

=

2. 74,

=

1.86) or of inform-

There was, however, a significant

p-<.01) which provides neces-

sary evidence for a U-shaped function.

Such evidence is not

sufficient since we can not determine the actual shape of the
error functions knowing only that there is an effect of SOA. In

order to determine the shape, regression curves were fit to the
data and these will be discussed later.
The analysis of variance also yielded

position (F(2,26)

=

a

strong effect of

14.87, p-<.001) which was largely due to

the fact that the error rate from position three (the last tar-

get letter presented) was much higher than error rates from

position one or position two (i.e., target letters presented
first and second respectively).

Analyses of variance were then performed by:

(a)

separat-

ing the Informed and Noninformed group data
and analyzing each,
(b)

analyzing position one data for each group,

position two data for each group, and

(c)

analyzing

(d)

analyzing position

one and two data combined for each group.

The analyses were

done on position one and two data only as the high
error rate
of position three data (mean of 45.7% over all subjects)
indi-

cates that subjects were performing at nearly chance level
at
this position.

Since the inclusion of this data could have

suppressed effects which did exist in data from other positions,
analyses were conducted excluding position three data.
No significant effect of target type was found for either

group when all position data were considered or for either
group when only position one data was used.

However, there

was a significant effect of target type for the Informed group

when only position two data were considered (F(l,9)

=

12.26, p

^..01) and when position one and two data were combined (F(l,9)
=

6.30,

p<.05).

In both of these cases the effect was such

that nonword targets had

a

higher error rate.

to note here that in these later two cases,

It is of interest

the mean error rate

was 30.0% or lower, while in the former cases the mean error

rate was 34.9% or higher.

It thus appears that as the error

rate becomes lower the effect of target type becomes more pro-

nounced in

a

sequential blanking task.

However, on the basis

of previous forced choice experiments (e.g., Reicher, 1969) we

would expect the effect of target type to reach

a

maxinum at an

error rate of 25%; at lower error rates we
would expect that
the effect would begin to decrease.
A position effect was found for both the Informed
group
(F(2,18) = 6.54, p
.01) and the Noninformed group (F(2,18)
=

6.54, p-C.01).

'

Contrasts between the mean error rates of

each position performed using the Newman-Keuls procedure
(Myers,
19 72)

showed that for the Noninformed group the error rate of

position three was greater than that of position one (q(18)
2.98, p<C .05) and position two (q(18)

=

5.09,

p<.01);

=

while

position one had a slightly higher error rate than position two
but not significantly so,

(q(18)

2.11).

=

For the Informed

group the mean error rate of position three was higher than the
error rate of position two (q(18)
one (q(18)

=

=

5.48,

p<1.01) and position

4.54, p <1.01), while again positions one and two

did not differ significantly (q(18)

=

0.94).

The mean error

rates of positions one, two, and three of the Noninformed group

were 36.9%, 30.6%, and 45.6% respectively.

For the Informed

group mean error rates were 31.0%, 27.9%, and 45.7% for positions one, two, and three.

When the data was combined over both information levels
and both target types contrasts using the Newman-Keuls proce-

dure yielded similar results.

The mean error rate of position

three was greater than that of position two (q(36)
«<£^.01)

and position one (q(36)

=

5.36,

p-^.01).

=

7.48, p

Once again

the error rates of positions two and one did not differ signi-

ficantly (q(36)

=

2.12).

The mean error rates for positions

one, two, and three were 33.9%, 29.3%, and 45.7%
respectively.

Figure

1

shows the error rates for each position as a function

of SOA when the data was combined over information levels
and

target types.
Insert Figure

1
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The position effects for each target type at each information level have the same trend as described above; the mean

error rate of position three is significantly higher than that
of positions one and two, while the error rate of position one
is slightly higher than that of position two but not signifi-

cantly so.
When the analysis was performed on separate information
levels, a significant effect of SOA was found only for the Non-

informed group (F(6,54)

=

3.17, p-<..01).

A similar trend

occured when only position two error rates were considered and
when position one and two error rates were combined for the Non-

informed group.

A marginally significant effect of SOA was found

for Noninformed subjects at position two (F(6,54)

=

1.92, p

.10), but no such effect was evident for the Informed subjects

When the data for positions one and two were

(F(6,54) = 1.47).

combined there was

a

formed group (F(6,54)

group (F(6,54)

=

significant effect of SOA for the Nonin=

2.69, p *^.05), but not for the Informed

1.71).

In order to determine whether sequential blanking yields
a

U-shaped function cubic regression curves were fit to the mean

error rates as a function of SOA for both target
types of:
(a) the Noninformed group, all position data
considered, (b)
the Informed group, all positions considered,

group, only position two considered,

(d)

(c)

the Informed

the Informed group,

positions one and two combined, 4
For the Noninformed group both the word and nonword error

functions appeared to be U-shaped (see Figure 2).
Insert Figure

2

The cubic

About Here

regression for word targets accounted for 96% of the variance
of the mean error rates, while 80% of the variance was ac-

counted for in the case of nonwords.

Mean error rates here

varied from 31% to 41.5%.
For the Informed group, all positions considered, the

cubic regression curve best describing nonword error rates

appeared U-shaped; 75% of the variance was accounted for by
this regression curve (see Figure 3).

However, the word error

function could not be described as U-shaped as there was only
a 3%

variation in error rates along this curve and the regres-

sion accounted for only 65% of the variance.

Mean error rates

in the group varied from 31.3% to 38.4%.

Insert Figure

3
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Similar results were found for the Informed group when

only position two data was considered and also when position
one and two data were combined.

In the former case a cubic

regression curve for nonword targets appeared
U-shaped with
78% of the variance accounted for, while such
a curve for word
targets did not appear U-shaped and accounted
for only
50% of

the variance (see Figure 4).

In the later case the regression

curve for nonword targets also appeared U-shaped
with 87% of
the variance accounted for, while the word
target regression
curve was not U-shaped and accounted for only 38%
of the variance (see Figure 5).
Insert Figures
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In all cases of the Informed group data just described,

the word regression curves did not appear U-shaped, thus these

curves had no well defined peak.

There was therefore no basis

for analyzing this data for the hypothesized peak shift.

Both

regression curves for the Noninformed group did appear U-shaped
however the absence of

a

WSE for this group would have made an

interpretation of a peak shift rather difficult.

pretation was necessary since
sign test (N

=

8,

r =

3)

a

No such inter-

peak shift was not found when a

was performed on the data of the Non-

informed group.
Discussion
The results of this study were rather disappointing as:
(a)

a WSE was found only for the Informed group when position

three data was ignored;
level;

(c)

(b)

there was no effect of information

error functions appeared U-shaped for Noninformed

subjects while for Informed subjects while for Informed subjects
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only the nonword error function appeared
U-shaped.

The pro-

posed analysis for a peak shift could not be conducted
for the
Informed group due to the absence of clear U-shaped
functions;
for the Noninformed group a sign test did not reveal
a peak

shift.

The only consistent effect found was that of position.
No

matter how the data was separated, error rates at position three
were greater than the error rates of the other two positions.

While position one had a somewhat higher error rate than position two this difference was not significant.

The overall mean

error rate was very high (36.3%), while that of position three
was nearly at chance (45.7%).

Since such high error rates may

account for the disappointing results of this study, a discussion of the results will proceed by relating the absence of ef-

fects to the high error rates and by offering possible explanations for these error rates.

Error Rates, the WSE

,

and the Shape of the Error Function

Previous research (Reicher, 1969; Wheeler, 19 70), which

employed two alternative forced-choice tasks to demonstrate
WSE had error rates near 25%.

a

This error rate is the best

'compromise in making a forced-choice design the least suscept-

ible to floor and ceiling effects.

A floor effect would occur

if subjects were operating near the maximum error rate (50%)

while

a

ceiling effect would occur if subjects were perfectly

accurate (error rate of 0%).

Either effect would reduce the

sensitivity of a measure of fluctuations in error rate since
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each creates limits on such fluctuations.

Measurements of

subjects operating midway between these limits
would be the
most sensitive since their error rate can
fluctuate at a maximum in both directions.

Unfortunately, the present study had

a

high error rate

and therefore was not likely sensitive to any
advantage in the

processing of words.

Support for this possibility was found by

considering various parts of the data.
tion one and two were combined (Figure

dropped to 30.0% and there was
type (p <T.05).

When the data of posi5)

the mean error rate

significant effect of target

a

When position two data for Informed subjects

were analyzed the error rate was 28.0% and there was
target type effect (p<T.01).

a

strong

Thus as the mean error rate nears

the 25% level the susceptibility of the design to a floor effect
is reduced and a WSE is found.

High error rates may also account for the absence of

a

U-

shaped error function for word targets of Informed subjects.

The word error function for these subjects showed little change
in error rate as SOA varied, but the function was well above a

0% error rate which would exist if word meaning eliminates the

effects of SB as Mayzner & Tresselt (1970) proposed.

It thus

appears that word targets do not eliminate sequential blanking:

yet these targets have not led to

a

U-shaped error function

which was expected as the alternative to elimination of SB effects.

The data of subjects who performed at nearly chance

level may account for this, since their data was weighed more

>
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heavily than that of subjects making
fewer errors (as the dependent variable was number of errors).
The mean error rates
calculated at each SOA were thus biased
toward a high error
rate, this may have lead to a decrease
in sensitivity to change
in error rates as SOA varied.
'

If we plot the mean error rates of the
three Informed

subjects with the highest error rates the error
function appears to increase monotonically (see Figure
6).
It is not clear
why this should be so.
Perhaps these subjects encountered
a

difficulty in encoding the three target letters due
to the long
temporal separation between the display of each letter
as long

SOAs.

In any event the data from these three subjects
increased

the mean error rates at longer SOAs which elevated that
part of

the regression curve.

Removing the data of these subjects from

the Informed group led to an error function that more closely

approximates a U-shaped curve (see Figure 6).
Insert Figure
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The Problem of Target Isolation in the SB Task

The absence of an effect of information level was another

disappointing and rather surprising result of this study.

Con-

sidering the difference in the information given the two groups
we expected that the Informed group would have a lower error
rate, but this was not the case.

However, our expectations were

based on studies of the WSE which did not use SB (Aderman &
Smith, 1971; Schindler, et al., 1974).

It therefore seemed

possible that there was some factor
unique to SB that makes it
quite different from other paradigms
used
to study the WSE.

Upon contrasting our design with previous
WSE studies (e.g.,
Reicher, 1969; Aderman & Smith, 1971)
this factor became evident.
In the typical WSE study the letter
forming the target word
or string are adjacent, while in the
SB task this is not the
case.
In order to perform their task (identifying
target letters) subjects in a SB study must isolate
the target letters from

display where masking letters are interleaved
between target
letters.
In other studies of the WSE subjects have not
encountered such a problem; the target letters are easily
isolated for
there are no interleaving letters.
a

The absence of an effect of information level may show
that
the Informed group did not have enough information to
overcome

this problem of target isolation.

It appears that even though

they knew that only the three target positions would be probed,

they were unable to isolate these positions
play.

fro'm

the entire dis-

This explanation is supported by the reports of some sub-

jects in the Informed group who insisted that the correct alter-

native was sometimes not displayed on word trials.

Subjects may

have been led to believe this if they mistakenly perceived
masking letter as being in a target position.

a

For example, if

a trial display was MBYAGTZ an Informed subject may have wrongly

formed the word BAG (instead of BAT).

.While the alternatives T

and D were presented the subject felt that she was being deceived

when actually she had failed to correctly isolate the third tar-

get position.
The problem of target isolation may be directly
related
to the motion which is perceived as a result of the
manner of

presentation of stimuli in the SB displays.
a single letter first appears,

In these displays

then one to the right of this

first letter appears, and then another letter appears to the

right of this second letter.

This is followed by

a

letter ap-

pearing to the left of the first letter and then another appears

between the first and second letters, and so on.

In other words

the target letters appear first in a left to right "flow".

This

is followed by a left to right flow of the masking letters which

are interleaves between the target letters.

This occurs so quick-

ly that the two flows are perceived in a complicated apparent

motion.

5

This overlapping sequential motion is confusing and may

be responsible for subjects inability to properly isolate the

target letters.
It is apparent that if we wish to study the WSE using the

SB paradigm the problem of target isolation must be overcome.

However, we obviously can not do this by removing sequential

motion from the displays since it is necessary for SB.

It will

therefore be necessary to add some. factor to the present design
to enable subjects to properly isolate target letters.

The Position Effect

The effect of target position was the only strong effect

found in this study.

The mean error rate of position three was

always greater than that of positions one and two, whether we
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considered all data, each infection
level separately, each
target type separately, or each
target type within each inf oration level.
Furthermore, performance at position
three was at

nearly chance level.
There are two possible explanations
for this effect:
fixation tendencies of subjects and size

(a)

of the display, and

(b)

manner of processing of the target letters.

most subjects reported

a

In debriefing

tendency to gaze toward the center of

each display (the exact center corresponded
to the position of
the second target letter).
Subjects who did not report this
tendency reported fixating on a point near the
beginning of
each display (perhaps in anticipation of reading
the display
from left to right).
This would enhance perception of the first
target position.
Some subjects did report that they sometimes

fixated near the right boundary line (i.e., near the third
target position) in an attempt to "outguess" the random probing
method.

However, no subjects reported doing this on

of trials.

a

majority

The overall tendency to fixate in the vicinity of

position one and two would give these positions

a

perceptual

advantage over position three.
The effect of this tendency may be compounded by the rather
large size of the display.

In the present study each display

subtended 3.3° of visual angle (horizontally).

However, in most

studies of the WSE displays have subtended about 2.0° of visual
angle (e.g., Reicher, 1969; Wheeler, 1970; Schindler, et al.,
1974).

Subjects in the present study reported that it was dif-
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ficult, particulrly the last few
letters of the displays.
This may be accounted for by the
large visual angle of the
displays coupled with the fixation
tendencies of subjects.
Such a combination of factors might
well reduce the performance on the last target position to
nearly chance.

The manner of processing of the target
letters may also
affect the error rates at the target positions.
Since the
target letters are presented sequentially from
left to right,
position one is available for processing first,
followed by
position two and then position three. Assuming
equivalent processing time for each letter, the processing of
position three
will finish last
after processing has been completed

—

positions one and two.

for

Upon completion of processing, the let-

ters in positions one and two must be stored until
the probes

appear.

This storage may possibly interfere either with the

processing of the letter in position three or with the subsequent storage of this letter.

This interference may be great

enough to substantially reduce the ability of

a

subject to ac-

curately process or store the final target letter.
Any tendency to fixate toward the first or second position
may enhance this interference effect.

If subjects rarely fixate

upon position three, the processing of this position would be

more difficult since it lacks the clarity of
occurs near the point of fixation.

a

stimuli which

Also, the processing of the

first two letters may finish quicker due to increased clarity of
these stimuli.

This would mean that these letters would have to

-62be stored even longer (while
position three is still being
processed) and this could create greater
interference.
Both explanations for the position
effect are consistent
with the data and neither seems to
have serious logical, defects
at this time.
Thus, we are unable to decide which
is the cor"

rect explanation

-

fixation tendencies or manner of
processing.

It is possible that both may be necessary
to explain the position effect found.

Experiment

2

In Experiment 2, certain changes were made
so as to reduce

the overall error rate:

(a)

to minimize the difficulty in

isolating targets, fixation dots were placed below
the three
target positions; these dots appeared before the onset
of a

display and remained on until

a

response was made;

(b)

all sub-

jects were informed that only the three target positions
would
be probed;

(c)

the size of the stimulus displays were reduced

to 2.2° of visual angle;

this is approximately the size employed

in previous probe recognition studies of the WSE (e.g., Reicher,

1969; Wheeler,

each display

—

1970).

As before there were seven letters in

three target and four masking letters.

A possible difficulty with Experiment

SOAs were chosen randomly on each trial.

1

may have been that

Subjects tended to

"guess" at the rate at which the next trial would be presented
(or at least spoke of preparing themselves for certain rates of

presentation).

Furthermore, subjects reported that they could

"see" a display better when it conformed to their expectations

with regard to the rate of presentation.
In Experiment

2

it was therefore decided not
to chose

SOAs randomly, but to block them.

within each block of trials.

There were seven SOA blocks

At the beginning of each SOA

block one to three practice trials (the
actual number was determined randomly) were given so that subjects
had a chance to
become somewhat familiar with the rate of
presentation

for that

block.
It was also realized that subjects in
Experiment

have been highly motivated throughout the experiment.

1

may not

Subjects

were required to respond on 800 trials and for the
most part had
very high error rates.
In an attempt to maintain the motivation
of subjects in Experiment 2, it was stated in the instructions

that the 25% of subjects making the fewest error rates would

each receive

a

$5.00 bonus.

METHOD
Subjects .

Seventeen University of Massachusetts undergrad-

uates (ten females and seven males) served as subjects and each

received two experimental credits for their participation. Data
from one subject were ignored when it was discovered in debriefing that he had been using a drug to help keep awake for two days
(the subject had been responding at no better than chance). None

of the subjects had any previous experience with sequential

blanking.

Apparatus .

The apparatus used in this experiment was the

same as in Experiment

1.
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Stimulus display .

Each letter was displayed by
illuminat-

ing the appropriate points in a matrix
13 points high and 9
points wide. Each letter was 0.7 cm wide
and 1.0 cm high with
0.2 cm between each letter.
Thus each display of seven letters
was 5.8 cm in width and subtended 2.2° of
visual angle horizontally and 0.3° vertically.
The fixation "dots" were actually 2
points X 2 points squares, 0.2 X 0.2 cm located
0.7 cm below the

center of each target position.

As in Experiment 1, each dis-

play of seven letters was presented in the order
4152637.
Stimuli.

Target and masking letters were displayed in the

same positions as Experiment

Except for the second pair of

1.

base words and the corresponding nonwords the target stimuli
used were the same as in Experiment
words

—

DID HAM

confusion.

—

1.

The second pair of base

were changed since these may have led to some

For instance, if the target letters were DIM then the

probe letters would be D and M if the last target position was
probed.

The correct response would have been

M",

but the subject

may have been somewhat confused since D did occur within the display and subjects may have had difficulty in isolating target

positions.

Since we wished to reduce the overall error rate,

this possibility was eliminated by replacing DID HAM with HOG

JUT (see Table 4).
Insert Table

4
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As has been mentioned earlier SOAs were blocked in this

study yielding seven blocks of SOAs within each block of trials

(the SOAs used were the same as in Experiment
1).

periment
block

—

As in Ex-

there were nine trials at each SOA within
a trial
three trials at each of the target positions.
At the
1,

beginning of each SOA block an SOA was randomly
picked.-

There

then followed one to three practice trials (on which
feedback

was given but no data were recorded) and then the
nine actual

experimental trials.

The position to be probed was chosen ran-

domly until each position had been probed three times.

The number of practice trials was varied so that subjects

would not know exactly how many times each position would be
probed.

This was done to preclude the strategy of counting how

many times each position had been probed and concentrating on

positions thought likely to be probed on remaining trials.
Since the number of practice trials varied the total number
of trials on each trial block was between 70 and 84 trials, the

data being collected on 63 of these.

Subjects were informed

that there were approximately 70 trials.

Procedure .

The procedure followed in Experiment

same as in Experiment

2

was the

with the exception of fixation dots

1

instead of boundary lines and blocked SOAs in place of random
SOAs.

The instructions read to each subject were modified to

reflect these changes (see Appendix II).
Each trial now began with the appearance of three fixation
points above which were to appear the target letters.
dots remained on until

a

response was made.

These

Subjects were in-

formed that the three letters appearing above these dots would

be the only ones probed and that only one
letter would be probed
on each trial.
The stimulus display followed the onset of
the
dots by 500 msec. As in Experiment 1 the probe
letters followed
the offset of the letter to be probed by 450 msec.
Subjects

responded and received feedback as in Experiment

1.

Subjects were informed of the beginning of each SOA block
by the appearance of the word RATE on the oscilloscope for
one
second.

They were told that this meant that the next series of

trials would be either at a faster or slower rate than the pre-

ceeding series, but they would not be told which.

They were,

however, told that the first trial after the word RATE would be
a

practice trial.

RESULTS
As in Experiment

ated for each subject.

1

the basic data were the 42 sums calcul-

The procedures used in Experiment

successful in lowering the mean error rate to 27.9%.

2

were

If there-

fore appears that subjects were operating at rates near optimum

sensitivity to

a WSE.

The results of Experiment

2

indicated

that sequential blanking is a sensitive method for studying the

WSE as they yielded:

(a)

an effect of target type;

curves for both target types,
direction.

(c)

a

(b)

U-shaped

peak shift in the desired

A significant effect of target position was also

found, similar to the position effect in Experiment

1.

An analysis of variance showed that nonword targets yielded

significantly higher error rates than word targets (F(l,15)
3.65, p<^.025).

=

However, an analysis of variance performed on

.

-67the data at each SOA separately indicates
that the, target type
effect is significant only' at SOAs of 40 msec
(F(l,15) =
7.03,

p

<T.025) and 60 msec (F(l,15)

=

9.15,

p<.01).

The differ-

ence in error rates showed a trend in the same
direction for
SOAs of 30 and 50 msec, but it was not significant (p<T.20).

An analysis of variance performed on each position
separately
showed a significant target type effect for position two
(F(l,
15)

=

5.52, p <T.05) and a marginally significant effect for

position three (F(l,15)

=

position one (F(l,15)

2.36).

=

4.14, p<T.10), but no effect for

Both the word and nonword error functions appeared to be

U-shaped (see Figure 7).

Cubic regression curves accounted

for 95% of the variance in the error rates of nonwords and 98%

of the variance for words.

Quadratic curbes also give

fairly

a

good description of the data as they accounted for 82% of the

variance for nonwords and 79% of the variance for words.
analysis of variance over all data showed
SOA (F(6,90)

=

12.19, p-<.001).

target type separately showed

words (F(6,90)
.001

=

a

The

strong effect of

An analysis performed on each

significant effect of SOA for

a

12.37, p<1.001) and nonwords (F(6,90)

=

4.46,

)

Insert Figure
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Contrasts using the Newman-Keuls procedure indicated that
there was a greater amount of change (as SOA varied) in the

error rates for words than for nonwords.

For word targets the

.
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mean error rate at an SOA of 10 msec was greater
than the mean
error rate at SOAs of 60, 50, and 40 msec with
p <T.01 and 30
msec with p <.05. An SOA of 20 msec here yielded a
greater
mean error rate than SOAs of 60, 50, and 40 msec
(p<;.01) and
30 msec (p<1.10).
Simultaneous displays (SOA = 0 msec) yielded
a

greater mean error rate than SOAs of 60 and 50 msec (p<T.01)

and 40 msec (p-<.10).

targets had
msec (p

a

Finally, an SOA of 30 msec for word

greater mean error rate than SOAs of 60 and 50

^ .05)

Among nonword targets there are fewer significant contrasts.
The mean error rate at 20 msec was greater than the mean error

rate at SOAs of 60 and 50 msec (p <^.01) and marginally greater
than an SOA of 40 msec

(p<

.10).

Subjects also had a higher

error rate at an SOA of 10 msec than at SOAs of 60 or 50 msec

(p^.05).
cant.

No other contrasts for nonword targets were signifi-

The contrasts for both target types and the curves fit to

the data yielded strong evidence that error functions for both

words and nonwords are U-shaped.
Since both word and nonword error functions appeared to be

U-shaped curves it was reasonable to perform analyses for
shift.

a

peak

A sign test was first performed on the raw mean errors

for each subject.

A peak was defined as occuring at that SOA

with the highest error rate.

The difference, if any, between

the word and nonword "peak SOA" was then used to perform the

sign test.

The difference was in the hypothesized direction

for ten subjects, in the opposite direction for three subjects,

.
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and there was no difference for three
subjects.

According to

this sign test, a peak occured significantly
earlier for word
targets (p *C . 05
)

Cubic regression curves were also analyzed
for a peak shift.
This was done by first finding the best fitting
cubic regression
curve for each target type of each subject. The
peak SOAs were
then defined as above, and a direct difference
t-test was
then

performed on the differences between the peak SOAs for
each subject.

The direct difference t-tests were performed on cubic
re-

gression curves that were fit using various parts of the data:
(a)

all positions with all SOAs,

of from 0 to 40 msec,

(c)

all positions with only SOAs

(b)

only position two with all SOAs,

only position two with only SOAs of

0

to 40 msec.

(d)

Position two

was investigated since it had the greatest WSE when position data
was considered separately.

The analysis was performed from

0

to

40 msec since the data of some subjects suggested that other

factors (perhaps memory) were affecting the error rates at long
SOAs.

This was suggested by the occurrence of a second error

rate maximum (i.e., an error rate at an SOA that was higher than

error rates of the nearest SOAs) at SOAs of 50 and 60 msec. Previous research (Mayzner, Tresselt, & Heifer, 1967; Mayzner &
Tresselt, 1970a; Andreassi, et al.

,

1970) indicated that these

SOAs are too long for SB to be having any large effect which may

cause such a second maximum.
The mean peak for words was at 12.4 msec, while for nonword

targets the mean peak occurred at 23.5
msec.
was significant (t(15) = 2.087,

This difference

in the expected direc-

tion.

When only SOAs of from

word peaks occurred at

a

0

to 40 msec were considered,

mean SOA of 15.5 msec, while nonword

peaks occurred at a mean SOA of 21.3 msec.

This was also a

significant difference in the expected direction
(t(15)

p^.05).
shift.

=

1.82,

No position two data produced any significant
peak

All t-tests were one tailed.

There was again a strong position effect (F(2,30)
p

the

<001)

=

29.07,

in Experiment 2, but contrasts using the
Newman-Keuls

procedure showed that it was not exactly the same as in
Experiment 1. These contrasts indicated that the mean number of
errors in position three was greater than in position two
(q(30)
=

10.62, p <T.01) and in position one (q(30)

in Experiment 1.

=

6.94, p -=C.01) as

However, the mean error rate in position one

was significantly greater than that in position two (q(30)
3.68, p<C.05).

=

The mean error rates for positions one, two, and

three were 25.4%, 17.2%, and 41.0%, respectively.

The Newman-

Keuls analyses for word and nonword data yielded essentially the
same results as for the combined data; position three mean error

rate was greater than the mean error rate for positions one and
two (p

<Coi)

and mean errors of position one was greater than

that of position two (p-<^.05).

The mean error rates for posi-

tions one, two, and three of word targets were 24.2%, 15.7%,
and 38.3%, respectively; while for nonword targets these figures

were 26.6%, 18.6%, and 43.6%, respectively.

An analysis of variance on each
position separately showed
that the effect of SOA was very strong
for position one

(F(6,90)

17.64, p <T.001) but only marginally
significant for positions
two (F(6,90) = 1.86, p<.!0) and
three (F(6,90) = 2.20,- <\l0)
p

=

As has been previously mentioned, the
effect of target type was
strongest for position two, while only marginally
significant for
position three, and not significant for position
one.

The analysis of variance over all data yielded
a significant
interaction position x SOA (F(12,180) = 3.01, p-CT.001).
However
an analysis of each target type separately
showed that this interaction occurred only for word targets (F(12,180) =
3.36, p-<T
.001).

This interaction probably reflects the sharp decrease
in

the error rates of position one from 20 to 40 msec, while
error

rates of position two remained fairly constant, and error
rates
of position three decreased gradually in this range (see
Figure
8).

No large difference was evident in the slopes of position

error functions for nonwords (see Figure 9).

Insert Figures
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Discussion
The results of this study suggest that the effect of sequential blanking are reduced when words are used as the target

stimuli.

The shape of the error functions for both word and

lonword targets were U-shaped, suggesting that the manner in
;hich SB effects word targets was similar to the manner in which
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nonword targets were affected.

The finding that the word
max-

imizing SOA tended to be of shorter
duration than the nonword
maximizing SOA, suggests that the
letters of word targets may
have been processed faster. As was
previously argued such a
finding would seem to implicate
perceptual factors

"

as being re-

sponsible for the word advantage.
effect was evident in this study.

Finally, a strong position

This effect is probably at-

tributable to certain characteristics of
fixation tendencies and
the processing of the target stimuli
in a certain order.

U-Shaped Error Func tions and Sequential
Blanking
The present data strongly supports the
contention of
Andreassi, et al
(1970) that error functions for

SB targets are

,

U-shaped; this appears to be true even for word
targets.
While
Andreassi, et al found U-shaped functions for
nonword stimuli,
Mayzner & Tresselt (1970a) reported that SB effects
were practically eliminated for word targets. The present study
which
,

found

U-shaped functions for words, differed from that of
Mayzner &
Tresselt in several major ways as Mayzner & Tresselt: (a) used
a full report method,

(b)

investigated only the SOA which pro-

duces maximum SB for nonwords (20 msec for
and (c) displayed each letter for 10 msec.

ative forced choice method, over

a

letter was displayed for less than

a

ten item display),

We used a two altern-

wide range of SOAs
1

msec.

,

aid

each

As we have already

discussed the possible effects of a full report method and using
only one SOA, let us consider the differences in "on" times.
Although, Mayzner, Tresselt, & Heifer (1967) reported that large

differences in the "on" time of letters caused
little differences in the effects of SB, this is not
consistent with the
results of some pilot research we have conducted.
Our results
seem to indicate that as "on" time is increased,

there is a de-

crease in the SB effect.

Thus, the rather lengthy "on" time

used by Mayzner & Tresselt may have contributed
to the low mean
error rate of 8% which they reported for word targets.
If inhibitory interactions account for sequential
blanking

then the finding of U-shaped functions indicate that
there is

one specific delay between onset of target and masking
stimuli
at which the inhibitory field of masking features are
strongest
in relation to the excitatory fields of target features.

this delay is greater than

and nonwords (60-80 msec)

0
,

Since

msec, for both words (30-40 msec)

inhibitory activity of

a

feature

must reach a maximum faster than excitatory activity does.

If

inhibitory and excitatory activity followed the same time course
then maximum SB would have been at a

0

msec SOA, while if the

excitatory maximum were reached earlier maximum SB would occur
at less than a

0

msec SOA (the masking stimuli would have to be

displayed before the target stimuli).
*

Mayzner, Tresselt, & Heifer (1967) supported this shorter

latency for inhibitory activity in assuming that the inhibitory
fields of the masking stimuli (MS) interact most effectively
tfith
VIS

the excitatory fields of the target stimuli (TS) when the

is presented about 100 msec after the TS.

Weisstein (1968)

assumed that the inhibitory activity of the MS has a much shorter
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latency than the excitatory
activity of the TS. When she
performed computer simulations of
25 metacontrast studies
using her
model, the model successfully
predicted the results of 24 of
the
studies.
Bartlett & Doty (1974) making single
cell recordings
in the monkey visual cortex,
observed that the mean latency
of
the inhibitory signal is much
shorter than the latency of the
excitatory signal. Relating these
findings to
our model, it

would appear likely that the inhibitory
activity of the MS arrives at the feature storage area soon
after presentation of the
MS.
If some amount of time has elapsed
between presentation of
the TS and MS, the inhibitory activity
will be much stronger than
the decaying excitatory activity of the
TS features and the TS

feature information will

be greatly attenuated.

The shape of

the error functions found in the present
study indicate that there
is one specific delay between presentation
of TS and MS at which
attenuation of TS feature information is at a maximum.

A Faster Matching Process for Words
The error functions for words and nonwords suggest that
similar mechanisms cause a perceptual interference in both
cases.

However, the existence of a peak shift indicates that the
reduced

interference for words may be caused, by a faster processing of
some word information.

A "transfer of relevant stimulus inform-

ation to some state not subject to interference" (Johnston &

McClelland, 19 73) may be accomplished more rapidly for word than
for nonword letters.

We have hypothesized that this post SB

state may at a level following completion of the matching process.

There appears to be two ways in
which word information could
reach such a state more quickly:
if word feature informa .
1
tion is extracted faster than
nonword feature information, or
(2) if the matching process proceeds
faster for word informa(

)

'

tion.
If word feature information is
extracted faster than the

matching process begins as soon as the
feature storage is reached
then the state of matched alternatives
should be reached sooner
for words (assuming the word matching
process proceeds at least
as quickly as the nonword matching
process). A faster feature
extraction would assume that the features of
THE are extracted
faster than the features of THX.

Assuming features are extracted

from letters would mean that the features of
the letter H in THE
reach the feature storage faster than the features
of the letter
H in THX.

However, feature extraction is a low level process

—

during this process, all that is developed is the internal
re-

presentations of features of external stimuli.

At this level,

before any letter representation is developed, it is difficult
to imagine how word material can have an advantage.

If it did

we would have to assume, for example, that the horizontal bar

feature of H reaches feature storage faster if H is in a word,
even though the visual processing system has no information con-

cerning the other letters of the word.

This means there would

have to be two a priori rates for feature extraction, a faster
rate for word features, a slower rate for nonword features.
ever, if subjects were viewing mixed lists

How-

(randomly presented
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words and nonwords) then since
subjects do not know a priori
whether a display will be a word
or a nonword at the level
of
feature extraction, a visual processing
system would have no
information as to whether the H was
in a word
and extraction
should proceed at the faster rate
or the H was in a nonword
and extraction should proceed at
the slower rate.
Thus if

-

-

a

faster word feature extraction were
responsible for the WSE,
then in mixed list there should be no
WSE

—

(Reicher, 1969).

yet there is

The assumption that two separate rates
for

feature extraction can exist appears rather
untenable.
We must therefore, determine if a faster
matching process
is a reasonable explanation for a faster
transfer
and if it is

consistent with our results.

The endproduct of the matching pro-

cess will depend on the feature information
available to a matching process, and how this information is utilized
in developing
an internal representation of the stimuli.

We shall first con-

sider the available feature information and then the
utilization
of word and nonword feature information.

The error rate at an SOA should provide a measure of the

available feature information.

If SB reached a level where no

feature information was available then the error function should
have peaked at an error rate of 50% for cur study.

Our results

show that this does not occur, so there must be feature inform-

ation available even at maximum SB.

In fact,

there must be

a

fair amount of feature information available, since for nonwords

subjects performed with an average maximum error rate of 34%

—

well above chance.

At maximum SB such information could
be available if a
matching process was initiated when TS feature
information arrived in feature storage. The inhibition caused
by MS inhibitory fields would then greatly degrade the feature
information
available to the matching process. However,
information would
still be available in the features matched before
the process
was interrupted and perhaps in the degraded feature
information
which may remain after SB. Even if the degraded feature
information is useless some information
the previously matched

—

features

—

can be used by a visual processing system.

Intro-

spective subject reports and our own observations indicate that
subjects make use of some feature information even when they

report that they did not see a certain letter.

When they could

not accurately report a letter, subjects still have some idea of
the overall shape or a particular feature of the letter.

For

example, if an H was presented in a target position, but report-

edly not seen, one can still report that the letter had a rec-

tangular shape or that "a horizontal line appeared in the center
Such examples were reported even at the critical SOA which induces maximum SB.
As we have mentioned, the ability to report the TS will

depend not only on the availability of feature information but
also on how the matching process utilizes this information.

Assuming equivalent decay for both word

(W)

and nonword (NW)

features, the availability of feature information at

a

specific

SOA should be equal for W and NW targets.

However, utilization

of this information may vary with
target type; specifically,
utilization of word features may be more
efficient than utilization of nonword features.
If we consider the time limitation
placed on the matching process by the
effects of SB, we can
demonstrate how utilization may vary.

Feature information that is not degraded
will only be available for matching during the time period
between arrival of
the

TS feature information in the feature storage
and arrival of the
MS inhibitory fields. After the arrival of
the MS inhibitory

fields only degraded feature information remains;
this will most
likely rapidly decay to a level that is useless for
further match
ing.
The matching process thus has a very limited amount of
time

in which to utilize available feature information, so
the process

may not be able to make use of all available information.

Since

certain features may be more effective in distinguishing between
the possible alternatives, the matching process would proceed

most efficiently if these relevant features were utilized first.
If such features do not receive a high priority in the order of

feature utilization, then due to the time constraint they may
never be utilized.

Further processing would then continue with

less than the optimal information.

Suppose that

a

matching process for words proceeds by first

utilizing the most relevant features, but nonword utilization is
rather random (a possible reason for this will be discussed
below).

Thus, in the majority of cases the most relevant in-
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formation is transferee! faster for words
to the post SB state.
This transfer may be completed within
the time available to a
matching process when stimuli are presented
at the nonword maximizing SOA. 7 If this is true then there
would be an advantage
in ability to report word material at
this
SOA.
Furthermore,
ability to report word material should be
greater (lower error
rate) at the nonword maximizing SOA then at
an earlier SOA

which

does not allow enough matching process time
to complete
fer of relevant feature information.

a

trans-

The word maximizing SOA

would then be of shorter duration than the nonword
maximizing
SOA.

Since words would not have an advantage of faster
transfer
at this earlier SOA, the word and nonword error
rates should
be

equivalent at this word maximizing SOA and at all earlier SOAs.
As the peak shift and the equivalence of word and nonword
error

rates at SOAs less than the nonword peak found in the present

study conform to the predictions made by

a

faster transfer of

relevant word information, the occurrence of such

a

transfer

appears likely.
A faster transfer of word feature information could account

for the advantage of word targets found in the present study,
•and
a

may account for the WSE found in previous studies.

Since

matching process proceeds using only feature information, this

study implicates

a

degree of the WSE.

perceptual factor as responsible to

a

large

Post perceptual factors may still contribute

to the WSE -- perhaps by enhancing at a comparison level the

difference due to faster word processing

—

but the initial

cause of this difference appears to be perceptual
in nature.
The possible difference in the utilization
of feature information for words and nonwords may be accounted
for by the

feature selection hypothesis proposed by Wheeler

(1970)-.

Wheeler

i

proposed, as we have, that the features in a word
stimulus that
are processed in a given amount of time are more
relevant to the

choice between alternatives than are the features processed
in
the same amount of time for a nonword stimulus.
Wheeler also
assumes that each letter both affects and is affected by the

features extracted from other target letters before any letters
are identified.

It is difficult to accept this last assumption

for it assumes that all that is needed to direct the utilization

of relevant features is a knowledge of some other features. However, if the "other features" are not themselves the most rele-

vant features of a particular letter or letters, then knowledge
of these features may direct utilization of less relevant features of

other letters.

A somewhat more reasonable assumption

letter or letters proceed through the
others.

Once one or more

would be that some

matching process before

letters occurring in

a

word display

are represented internally the number of possible letter altern-

atives which can occur in other positions is reduced.

The

"matched letters" then affect the matching process of the other

"unmatched letters" by determining the most relevant features
that should be extracted from the feature storage, of the "un-

matched letters", for use in matching.

Matched letters here
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will be considered as the internal representation
of the externally presented stimulus. Such a representation
assumes that a

decision has been made between the possible alternatives.
are thus assuming that

decision has been made.

a

matching process continues until

'

We
a

This is somewhat different than the

Smith & Spoehr (1974) model discussed earlier as they assume
the decision process to be separate from the matching process.

While Smith & Spoehr proposed that the possible alternatives
were formed and then

a

decision was made, we feel that the

matching process simply continues to utilize features from the
feature storage until the information in favor of one alternative reaches some criterion level.

This alternative then be-

comes the internal representation.

An unmatched letter will

denote that the level of information reached in the matching
process is not sufficient to decide between alternatives, in
fact the level may be so low that no alternatives are yet formed

A possible model which shows how matched letters may affect
the matching process of unmatched letters is presented in Figure
10.

First, feature information about the stimuli arrives in the

feature storage.

Each numbered cell represents the storage of

all the features of one letter stimulus input.

Features are

napped into these cells so that the most similar features of

Insert Figure 10 About Here
adjacent stimuli are separated by the least distance; inhibition
Is

assumed to decrease with an increase in the distance between
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features.

The inhibition which occurs has not been
represented

here nor was a representation of the feature mapping
attempted.
After the feature storage we are concerned only with
the

three target inputs.

Following the feature storage, two-headed

arrows are shown which represent the process of extraction
of

features from the feature storage for utilization in the matching process.

Two-headed arrows have been used as we assume, that

feature information does not simply flow randomly from feature
storage through the matching process, but rather that continual

feedback from the matching process directs extraction of features
from the storage.

We are assuming that the matching

process

having utilized some features to develop alternatives can direct

extraction so that the features most relevant to

a

decision be-

tween the alternatives are extracted first.

The next three units represent the matching process for

each target letter.

This matching process incorporates features

into representations of possible alternatives until some criterion is reached, for one alternative.

For example, the criterion

may be reached when a certain number of features have been utilized which exist in one alternative, or perhaps criterion is

reached when specific features have been matched to only one
alternative.

In any case,

as a decision stage.

such a criterion can be considered

We have therefore incorporated this stage

into the matching process since in this model

extension of the matching process and not
Once the criterion is reached,

a

a

a

decision is an

separate stage.

visual representation is out-
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putted and may proceed to

a

verbal encoding stage, a visual

comparison stage, or both. 8
As features from the first target position
will reach the
feature storage before other target letter
features

(since let-

ters are presented sequentially) the matching
process for the
first letter most likely begins first. Once features
from the

other target letters arrive in feature storage the
matching process for these letters also begins. We assume that
the separate
matching processes for each letter than proceed at the same

time,

i.e., the matching processes proceed in parallel once all
fea-

ture information has reached storage.

However, since the match-

ing process of the first letter began first it will most likely

finish first (assuming that at least equal capacity for processing is alloted to each input or that more capacity is alloted to

position one).

Knowledge of this matched letter may interact

with information about spelling regularities (this interaction
is represented in the model by an arrow from the output of the

matching process of position one to the unit labeled "Spelling
Regularities").

Such an interaction may facilitate the matching

processes of unmatched letters (this facilitation is represented
by the arrow from "Spelling Regularities" to the matching pro-

cesses of position

tv/o

and three).

The matching process of the unmatched letters has been pro-

ceeding for some time at this point and may have developed some

possible alternatives based on utilization of features.

Inform-

ation from the matched letters may reduce this set of alternatives

since alternatives have probably
been developed which do not
for, words when used with the
matched letters. The feature(s)
most relevant to a decision between
this reduced set of alternatives will then be extracted and
utilized first. Since
the

number of possible alternatives has
been reduced, it should
take fewer features and less
processing time to reach criterion.
In nonword displays information
of matched

letters will not

reduce the number

of letters possible for the
unmatched letter

positions, as spelling regularities will be
of no help.
Extraction from feature storage and utilization
of features will proceed based only on the alternatives developed
by the unfinished
matching processes. Processing time will
first be used
on fea-

tures relevant to reducing the set of alternatives,
but these
features may not be the most relevant to development
of the correct internal representation. A greater number
of features will
have to be utilized to reach criterion, using
more matching time
than for words.
The VISE may thus be caused
at least in part
by the ability of unfinished matching processes to
use know-

—

—

ledge of spelling regularities in words in order to utilize

available time most effectively.
The model just described is consistent with the results of
the present study.

Since more relevant feature information can

be transferred more quickly for words to the post SB state,

this model would account for the peak shift.

The model is

also consistent with the differences in error rates betv/een the

error functions found.

The model predicts no difference between

W and NW error rates until a time has
been reached which allows
for transfer of relevant feature information.
After this time
the W-NW error rate difference should increase
as more time is

available for feedback from matched letters and
subsequent transfer of relevant W feature information. When
SOA is so long that

nonword matching process will have enough time so
that its
utilization of relevant features begins to approach
the W matching process utilization then the W-NW error
difference should
a

begin to decrease.

Cur results have shown that the W-NW differ-

ence begins at the word maximizing SOA and increases as
SOA is

increased.

There is however, no indication that this difference

begins to decrease which may mean that we simply did not use
SOAs large enough to detect a decrease.
This feature selection theory would also predict no WSE for

position one (since no feedback is available to this position),
but does predict a WSE for positions two and three.

The results

show that the word error rate is no lower than the nonwcrd error

rate for position one, but the word error rate is significantly
lower for position two (p-^,05) and marginally lower for position three (p ^.10).

The smaller WSE at position three would

seem to contradict a feature selection theory.
the matching of the first letter leads to

a

After all, if

more effective match-

ing process for the second letter, then the matching of the first
two letters should make the third letter matching process even

more effective.

However, as was pointed out in the first dis-

cussion, position three is at a disadvantage because subjects
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usually do not fixate on this position,
and this position is
usually processed last. These disadvantages
may be so strong
that a faster matching process can not entirely
overcome them.
Considering this, the lower WSE at position three
does not

necessarily contradict the feature selection theory.
considering the mean error rate at position three

In fact,

(41%), the

finding of even

a

marginally significant WSE here is surprising

and may indicate that there is actually a very strong
target

type

effect here that is masked by ceiling effects.

Thus, if

the error rate at this position could be lowered to near
25%

(perhaps by having subjects fixate near this position) we would

expect

a

WSE that is even stronger than at position two.

While we have so far discussed

a

faster

matching process

for words as occurring because of more efficient utilization of

feature information,

a

faster matching process could also occur

for words if less feature information is needed to identify

letters in a word.

Such a theory is a type of redundancy the-

ory, although not the same as the
& Massaro (1973).

theory advanced by Thompson

In the terminology of our model of processing,

redundancy assumes that fewer features must be matched for word
targets so less processing time is 'necessary during the matching
stage.

While such

a

theory would be consistent with the peak

shift found in the present study, the theory is not consistent

with other results of the present study.
A redundancy theory would predict that a WSE should exist
at all positions,

since less feature information is needed for

each letter and utilization
of features does not
depend on
previously .etched letters.
The finding of no WSE
for position
one contradicts the redundancy
theory. Another result
not consistent with a
redundancy theory is a lack
of a clear
difference between W and NW error
rates at the word peak.
At
this SOA sequential blanking
is having the greatest
effect in
reducing the available word
feature information. However,
redundancy assu.es that a visual
processing system can .ore effectively make use of less information
for words, so we would

^

^

be led
to expect that the word error
rate would be less than that
of the
nonword error rate at the word peak.
The data showed no difference between the mean error rates
of W and NW targets at this
SCA
about 10 msec.

—

But it may be possible that the
available feature information at this SOA is so low that
redundancy can have no effect,
just as the low level of available
information reduces the WSE
at position three.
An inspection of the NW error curve
shows
that this was not the case.
The error rates of nonwords are
representative of the level of available information

~

the

higher the error rate the lower the available
information. Since
SB affects word features to the same extent
as nonword
features,

the NW curve also supplies a measure of
the available feature

information for word targets.
at SOAs of 10 and 30 msec,

Consider now the NW error rates

they are practically equal, the error

rate at 30 msec being less than 1% lower than that
of 10 msec.
Thus, the available feature information at these two
SOAs
is
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equivalent, and redundancy would predict equal WSEs
at these
SOAs.
However, the w and NW error rates are virtually
equivalent while the word error rate is lower at 30 msec.
Redundancy
can not account for this.
Since a redundancy theory is.
not

consistent with either the position WSEs found or the word
error function of the present study, it would not appear that
this
theory can account for the WSE.

Although our results support

feature selection theory,

a

one aspect of our design raises some concern for the feature

selection model and that is the use of
position of every word used.

a

vowel in the second

This greatly reduced the number

of letters which a subject had to consider in position two if

she realized that a vowel was always occurring here.

If a sub-

ject realized this than the number of possible alternatives was

reduced from 26 to

6

(a,

e,

i,

o,

u,

and y).

It would seem that

most people could easily realize that nearly all three letter
words have
a

a

vowel in the second position.

Realizing this v/ould

priori reduce the possible set of alternatives and could lead

to a selection of relevant features to differentiate among vov/els

even without any information as to what the letter in the first

position might be.

This latter information while probably help-

ful, would have little effect compared to the a priori selection.
If such a priori information was used,

cause of the WSE at position two.
not

it could very well be the

Considering our design, we do

know whether or not this was the case.

Any future studies

of the WSE using sequential blanking should control for this.
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The Position Effect

Experiment

effectively lowered the overall error
rate
to 27.9%, a decrease of 8.4% from the
mean rate of the first
study.
Concurrently, a fairly strong WSE was found.
2

Thus, it

appears that the changes made in the design
of this second
study have overcome the problems leading to
high error rates
in

the first study.

However, there is still a very high error

rate for position three; although there was some
improvement,
the error rate of 41% at this position is still
nearly

at chance.

We may discover why this high error rate persisted
if we consider
the position effect found in this study.

The position effect of this study is slightly different
than that of the first study, where the mean error rates
of pos-

itions one and two were nearly equal but both were significantly
lower than the mean error rate of position three.

In the pre-

sent study the mean error rate of position two is significantly
less than that of position one which is signif icantly less than
that of position three.

It would appear that our efforts in re-

designing to insure lower error rates had little effect on position three but produced a difference between positions one and
two.

Considering the new procedures adopted

—

reducing visual

angle of display, use of fixation points, and more information
to subjects

—

these position results are somewhat surprising.

However, an explanation in terms of fixation, processing, and

sequential blanking

may account for this effect.

First it should be noted that subjects had an overwhelming
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tendency to fixate on or near the
central fixation point, which
was below target position two.
Of our sixteen subjects,
thirteen had a lower error rate for
position two than for positions
one and three.
In debriefing, most subjects
reported
that they

"saw the entire display better" if
they fixated on the central
point.
This was, of course, the best
strategy since fixating
at either end point caused the image
of the letter above the opposite end point to fall on the edge
of the fovea or in the periphery.
This initial image will not be as distinct
as images
falling more centrally, causing a perceptual
disadvantage even
before sequential blanking. Fixating on
the central point places
the position two image in the center of
the fovea while allowinc
the images of position one and three to
also occur centrally
(i.e., not in the center of the fovea but
still within the fovea)

Another possible factor affecting reports at each
position
is a subject's method of processing the target
letters. According to Neisser (1956), Heron (1957) showed that when
a string
of

letters is presented across a fixation point those
letters at the
left of the fixation point are more accurately reported,
in fact
subjects reported that they read the letters from left to right.

Neisser also cites Bryden (1960)

as"

reporting that when

a

row of

familiar forms (i.e., squares, circles, etc.) are presented to
subjects the left-hand end is best reported.

It thus appears

that there is a tendency to process in a left to right fashion

perhaps attributable to our normal manner of reading.

Given this tendency plus the fact that the letters appear

—
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sequentlally In the present study,
we assume that subjects
begin processing with position one
then move to the second and
then the third position, as we
have suggested in the first
study.
If this is the case then
processing of the third position will still be occurring while
the previously processed
•

letters in position one and two must
be stored in short-term
memory.
The storage of these letters may
interfere with either
the visual processing or the
subsequent storage of the third
target letter. Subjects in both studies
reported that
they

found it very hard to see the last target
letter, which would
seem to indicate that the visual processing
of position three
is affected and not memory.
The higher accuracy of report at position
two may indicate
that fixation at this position may be more
important
than the

fact that it is processed after position one.

expected since fixation at

a

This is not un-

certain position should lead to

greater clarity of that letter and processing of that
letter
should be accomplished more effectively.
This more effective
processing may take less time or involve less effort or
attention, but it is unclear at this time exactly what factor
is

responsible.

Another possible explanation for the high accuracy of position two may be that this position is in fact processed first.

Subjects tend to fixate at this position and thus may be ready
to process position

two first.

Such an explanation, however,

appears to be at variance with the findings of Heron (1957) and

Bryden (1960).

An interesting explanation of the position effect
in terms
of the decaying excitatory fields of the inputs can be
put forth
if we assume a
limited serial processing. To do so we must recall two factors of the sequential blanking model offered
above;

first,, that the excitatory fields of the inputs decay with
time

and second that the inhibitory fields of the later arriving in-

puts interact with the excitatory fields of the target stimuli.

Assuming a serial processing, the processing of position one
begins first and continues for some short length of time (tp)
even while positions two and three are presented.

After t&,

processing of position two begins (processing of position one
may still be continuing) and then after a similar period,

processing of

position three begins.

tpf,

At this point, position

one and two may still be being processed so that parallel pro-

cessing is now

occurring.

If these assumptions are correct then

target position one has the strongest excitatory fields when cent

tral processing is initiated.

The excitatory fields of the feature inputs from positions
two and three will have decayed to

processing is begun on them
two.

—

a

greater extent by the time

position three even more so than

The effects of inhibitory fields would thus have greater

effects on these latter positions as they are interacting with

weaker excitatory fields.

The information remaining to be pro-

cessed would thus be reduced for positions two and three.
However, since subjects tend to fixate on position two
than this position has an advantage over the other positions in

terms of acuity.

Now suppose this acuity advantage
leads to a
very strong excitatory field for
position two
much stronger
than those of positions one and
three.
Even though there will
be decay by the time processing is
initiated, position two may
not decay to as low a level as
position one. Thus, position two
will not be affected by the inhibitory
fields as position one
will be, and hence the letter in
position two will be perceived
more easily. Position three, on the
other hand, has no acuity
advantage and its processing begins well
after its excitatory
field has begun to decay.
Inhibitory fields will affect this
position very strongly and it is thus difficult
to perceive.
Both explanations, interference, and excitatory
field decay, depend upon common factors; position
two being perceived
best due to fixation at this position, position
one being perceived next best since it has the advantage of
being first processed but the disadvantage of not being fixated
upon, and position three being perceived worst since it is at a
disadvantage

-

.

with regards to both processing and fixation.
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-99Foo tnotes

We are not here excluding the use
of memory in per-'
ceptual information.
In fact memory is necessary to
the encoding process since some usage of memory
must be made for such
perceptual information as the possible categories
or visual
images of letters.
It is evident that memory must play a
role
in the WSE or else there would not be this
effect of familiarity
We are, in a sense, here attempting to discover
at what stage of
processing memory plays its part.
1.

Mayzner & Tresselt (1970b) reported this effect
was
also obtained with displays consisting of O's, -«s,
/'s, and
2.

They believe the effect is akin to sequential blanking

l»S.

and caused by inhibiting interactions.

Aderman & Smith (1971) constructed the permissible

3.

spelling patterns (SP) so that both the initial and final twoletter consonant cluster (e.g., CH
lings

of.

,

SK) were the common spel-

consonant-cluster-pronounciations that were permis-

sible sequences in these positions for English monosyllabic
words.

The 17 unrelated letters were constructed by switching

the initial and final consonant clusters of the 17 SP items.
4.

Cubic regressions rather than quadratic regressions

were used since the error functions of some subjects had two
peaks:

one was usually between 10 and 30 msec (SOAs typical

of SB) and the other between 40 and 60 msec.

This later peak

-100-

may have been due to the introduction
of memory factors as subjects found it difficult to remember
the target letters at long
SOAs.
Quadratic curves did not provide a very
good fit to data
with a second peak, while cubic
regression curves fit quite
a

bit better.
The impression of motion is so strong
that some subjects have reported that the letters in
a display appeared to
"jump around".
5.

Since there are seven letters in each
display (displayed in the order 4152637) and three target
letters, a maximizing SOA of approximately 10 msec for words
means that for
any target letter the masking letter occurring
first appears 30
msec after the target letter while the second masking
letter
6.

appears 40 msec after the target letter.

For nonwords with a

maximizing SCA of approximately 20 msec, the masking letters
occur 60 and 80 msec after the target letters.
7.

It is rather difficult to establish this time as we

have no evidence as to when features reach feature storage
(and the matching process begins), nor do we know how long

degraded feature information may be useful.

However, we can

make a rather gross estimation of the time available to

matching process before information is degraded.
& Doty

a

Bartlett

(1974) found a mean latency of about 40 msec for ex-

citatory activity to reach the visual cortex in monkeys. They

-101-

also discovered that the mean latency
of inhibitory activity
to reach the visual cortex was
about 20 msec.
if we assume
that the physiological mechanisms
for a feature storage exist
in the visual cortex then we may
estimate that matchingcan

begin about 40 msec after a stimulus
has been displayed. Since
at maximum nonword SB the MS follows
the TS by about 70 msec,
the MS inhibitory activity will reach
feature storage about 90
msec after the TS has been displayed. This,
however, will be
only 50 msec after the TS excitatory activity
has reached

stor-

age and matching has begun.

Therefore, we can estimate that

feature information that is not degraded is
available to the
matching process for about 50 msec at the nonword
maximizing
SOA.

8.

If the matching process has not had sufficient
time

to reach a criterion,

then the output can not be a letter.

In

such a case it is assumed that those features utilized before
the matching process was terminated are available as the output.

This assumption is consistent with the reports of some

subjects who stated that even when they could not see

a

letter

they had some idea of the shape of the letter or of one or more

features of the letter.
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Appendix

I

Instructions for Experiment

1

ALL GROUPS
In this task a row of seven
letters will be presented
in
the middle of this screen
(E points to soope).
I( E ) will be
starting the experiment using the
computer in the next room.
First the word READY? appears on the
screen, as you see now.
You will then be able to control
the presentation of a row of
letters via the keyboard in front of
you.
Only the leftmost and
rightmost keys are to be used for this
experiment (E points to
these keys).

When you are ready press either of
these keys.

This pre-

pares the computer to present one block
of trials on the screen
and turns off READY?
press a key now.
One block consists of

-

63 presentations of these rows of letters.

be 63 presentations of a single row

between presentations.

—

That is, there will

the rows vary in content

When you press a key this first time the

screen should be blank.
The next time you press one of these keys, you
will start
the first presentation.
You will first see two lines, actually

exclamation points, on the screen.

Center your gaze between

these two lines as this is where the row of letters will be
presented.

The lines stay on for a very short time, and are quickly

followed by

a

row of letters.

The letters are presented very

quickly and they are not always presented simultaneously.

They

are also not always presented in order from left to right, so

they may appear to jump around.
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(INFORMED Instructions Go
Here, Part A.)
The row of letters will
win be followed by
the presentation of
two probe letters.
These prob e letters win
appear above tbe
position of one of tbe letters
in tbe row.
Thla position varies
between presentations, your
tas»c is to determine
wbicb of tbese
two probe letters was
presented In thi.
<.
The
probe letters will stay on
until you have made your
response.
Press one of the Keys now to
see the first presentation,
you
will now see the two probe
letters stay on.
j=

i

-i

™<*<~

Your response to the probes
is made via the Keys in
front of
you.
If you believe that the
upper letter is

the sa me as the let-

ter that appeared in that
position in the row, you are to
press
the left key.
If you believe the lower
letter was the correct
one press the right key. Remember,
upper letter - left key;
lower letter - right key.

You will then receive feedback on
your choice in the lower
left hand corner of the screen; where
either CORRECT or ERROR
will appear. When the feedback goes off,
the computer is ready
to present another trial
you will now see only a blank screen.
For practice, make a response now via
the keys.

-

If you press the key again a new trial
will be initiated.

You will again see the two lines, followed by
the presentation
of the row, which is followed by the two probe
letters, you

then

make your response via the keys and receive feedback
again.
You are to repeat this procedure until the screen shows
OF BLOCK which means that the block is over.

END

Then you may rest
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for a couple of minutes
ana I'll
and
± X1 f^n
tell you your tQtai
number Qf
errors via the intercom.

A new block will then be
begun following the sa.e
procedure
as above.
You will be presented with
six blocks today, tne
first
of which will be a practice
block. You will do eight
blocks on
your next day. Each block
usually takes about five m
inutes to
complete.
Before you begin

I

would like to emphasize a few
things:

You can work at your own speed
as you control the
presentation of a trial via the two
keys (either one
will start a presentation). You
can start a new block
any time after the READY?
appears
1)

on the screen.

On each presentation you will
be probed on only
one position
that is the probe letters are to
be
matched with only the letter which
appeared in that
position in the row.
2)

-

(INFORMED Here, Part B.)
Remember when responding to the probe
3)
letters:
Upper letter - left key; lower letter
-'right key.
4)

If you can not decide which

of the probe letters

is correct, make your best guess.

If anything goes wrong with the display
or you
are not sure you are following the instructions,
you
5)

can communicate with me via the intercom;
just speak
towards it.

Please leave the lighting in this room at the present level.
6)

Do you have any questions?

(Try to answer any questions by re-

fering back to the instructions; if this is not possible tell

s
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"I can't give you a thorough
explanation of that until the ex-

periment is over.

1

')

OK, let's do a trial block now.

(After trial block proceed to actual
run.
Between -blocks
give S two minutes rest and tell him
the total number of errors
made.
After all blocks are finished thank
S, make sure he knows
the next day of his participation.
Tell s he will receive a
thorough explanation of the research
when he is finished.)

SECOND DAY
OK, we'll proceed the same as before
and you can begin any

time you are ready.

Any questions?
(DEBRIEF AFTERWARDS)

INFORMED
PART A
I'll give you a brief explanation of how these
letters are

presented:

First, three letters appear in the middle of the

screen in order from left to right, but not simultaneously.
See figure 1.

The numbers below the letters give the order of

presentation.

(S

will have a copy of the next line.)
T

F

P

12

3

These first three letters are called the "target letters".

Next

four letters appear about these target letters, as is shown in
the second figure.

(S

will also see the next line.)

YTKFBPS
4

5

6

7
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These four letters are called
the ".asking letters"
as they
confuse or mask your perception
of the first three
letters. There
actually is a tin* delay between
the presentation of any
two letters; this delay varies but
is never
longer than

of a second.

a

small faction

This means that T is displayed
then goes off and is
followed a fraction of a second
later by r, followed by P,
followed
by Y, and so on.
Each letter goes off immediately
after
it is

displayed,

your task is to perceive the
target letters to the
best of your ability. In every trial
you will be questioned on
one of the target letters via a
probe, which will be explained
below*

You will never be questioned in any
trial on your knowledge
of any masking letters. All letters
vary between presentations.
Also, certain blocks of presentations
will contain three
letter words as targets instead of three
random letters. You
will be told via the intercom whether
the block you do next will
be "Words"
which means word targets; or whether the
block will
be "Strings"
which means a string of three random letters
as
the target.

—

—

PART B

Remember

—

you will be probed on the target letters only

that is, the first three letters displayed.

—

Appendix II
Instructions for Experiment

2

ALL GROUPS
In this task a row of seven
letters will be presented
in
the middle of thisS screen
r^%-;«+.
qrrppn r(Pomt
to scope).
I will be startin
•g
the experiment using the computer
in the next room.
First th
word READY? appears on the screen,
as you see now.
You will then
be able to control the presentation
of a row of letters via the
keyboard in front of you. Only the
leftmost and rightmost keys
are to be used in this experiment
(point to keys).

When you are ready press either of
these keys.
pares the computer to present a block
of trials

This pre-

and turns off

READY?

—

press a key now.

The screen will remain blank.

A

block of trials consist of approximately
70 presentations of
these rows of letters. That is, there will
be 70 presentations
of a single row
the rows vary in content between
presentations.
The next time you press one of these keys, you
will

—

start the

first presentation.

You will first see three dots appear on the

screen; these dots are below the positions of the
second, fourth,
and sixth letters of the row.
The reason for this is that we
are only going to question you on your perception of
letters in

these three possible positions and the dots should help
you. For
example, if we present you with a row which reads;

YTMFBPS
•

•

•

you will be questioned on either T, F, or

P.

The position to be

questioned will vary among these three possibilities.
In certain blocks of trials, these three letters will form
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^

words, in other blocks they will
be random letters .
Yqu
be told via the intercom whether
the block you do next will
be
"Words"; or whether the block
will be "Strings", which
means a
string of three random letters in
these three possible positions.
An example of a "word" presentation
would be:

ADIOPGM

where the second, fourth, and sixth
positions form the word DOG.
OK, now after the three dots
appear they are quickly followed by the presentation of seven
letters, during

this time the dot s

will remain on.

The letters are presented very quickly
and they
are not always presented simultaneously.

The row of letters will be followed by
the presentation of
two probe letters which will appear above
the position of one of
the three dots. Your task is to determine
which of the two probe
letters was presented in that position in the
row.
The two probe
letters will stay on until you have made a response.
Press one
of the keys now to see a presentation, and you'll
see the two
probe letters stay on.

Your response to the probe letters is made via the keys in
front of you.

If you believe that the upper letter is the same

as the letter that appeared in that position in the row,

you are to press the left key
the lower letter was correct

LOWER.

— labeled UPPER.
— press the right

then

If you believe

key

—

labeled

If you do not know which was correct make your best guess.

You will then receive feedback on your choice in the lower
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left hand corner of the screen;
where either CORRECT or
ERROR
will appear. When this feedback
goes off the computer is
ready
to present another trial and
you will now see only a blank
screen.
For practice make a response
now via the keys.
if you press the
key again a new trial will be
initiated (you may have to delav
pressing the key by one second or
so or press it more than
once
as the computer needs this time
to recycle to present another

display).

You will again see the three dots,
followed by the
presentation of the row, which is followed
by the two probe letters.
You again make your response and
receive feedback.

After a few trials, the word "RATE" will
appear on the
screen, this means that the rate of
presentation of

the letters

will change.

That is the next series of presentations
will be
either faster or slower than the previous
series.
The first

trial after a rate change is practice so
that you may get used
to the new rate, the results of this trial
do not count although
you will receive feedback. There will be six rate
changes within
a block, all following this procedure.
Also note that the first

presentation of a block

—

which follows READY?, not RATE, is a

practice trial.

At the end of

a

block the word RATE will appear followed by

the words END OF BLOCK, which means this block is over.

You may

then rest a couple of minutes and I'll tell you your total number
of errors on that block via the intercom.

A new block will then be begun following the same procedure
as above.

You'll be presented with six blocks today, the first
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two will be practice blocks.

next day (tomorrow,.

You'll do eight blocks on
vour
E ach block usually takes
about seven min-

utes to complete.

Before you begin

would like to emphasize a few
things:
You can work at your own speed
1)
as you control the
presentation of a trial via the two
keys (either one
will start a presentation). You
can start a new block
any time after the READY?
I

On each presentation you will
be probed on only one
position
that is the probe letters are to
be matched
With only the letter which appeared
in that position in
the row, and you will only be
probed on letters above
the three dots.
2)

~

Remember when responding to the probe
letters: Upper
letter
left key; lower letter
right key.
3)

—

—

If you can not decide which of the
probe letters is
correct, make your best guess.
4)

If anything goes wrong with the display
or you are
not sure you are following the instructions,
you can
communicate with me via the intercom; just soeak
towards
5)

it.
6)

Please leave the lighting in this room at the pre-

sent level.

Remember when I say word before a block begins then
the three letters above the dots form words, when I say
string they are random letters.
7)

8)

Do not slam the keys!

Please try and do the best you can on this experiment.

We are

going to keep track of the total error rate of subjects and those

subjects who are in the lowest 25% of error rates will each re-
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ceive $5.00.
Do you have any questions?

